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ndia’s 23.9 per cent GDP contraction in April-June quarter makes it the
worst performing major economy among the G7 + India + China. It was the result of the world’s strictest lockdown starting March 25. However, depicting
that state of India’s economy — the worst in four decades — vis-a-vis other large
economies in an infographic (below) found Business Today in the midst of an unsavoury social media debate over whether India’s economic performance was indeed
as poor.
Twitterati compared apples with oranges — some deliberately to confuse, others out of ignorance. Year-on-year GDP numbers were mixed with ‘annualised’
GDP numbers which were mixed with quarter-on-quarter GDP numbers, each
one twisting and turning statistics to prove their point and confuse and confound
the readers. It was when we put out a detailed graphic (https://www.businesstoday.
in/current/graphics/infographic-india-gdp-apples-to-apples/story/415520.html) that
we could lay all speculations to rest. So it’s only apt that we deliberate over how to
emerge from what increasingly appears like a multi-organ
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half of humanity. Who stand
out in the world of business
and economy and wield power as responsibly as they lead—India’s Most Powerful
Women in Business & Economy. Now in its 17th edition, Business Today’s ‘India’s
Most Powerful Women’ Special Issue and awards have stood the test of time for a
rigorous methodology and selection of remarkable women who have transformed
the world of business and economy with their leadership skills and smart, strategic
interventions.
Just as women leaders continue to register their stamp of authority, the Business
Today MPW list has continued to grow. This year we have the largest selection ever
of 47 women leaders. Read these mesmerising stories of Indian women leaders.
This mammoth project would not have been possible without the untiring efforts
of my colleagues Sonal Khetarpal and Ajita
Shashidhar who led this project and have
also authored two relevant stories on India
Inc.’s quest for diversity and why we lack
The She Economy.
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An

Feature

From time to time, you will see pages titled “An Impact
Feature” or “Advertorial” in Business Today. This is no
different from an advertisement and the magazine’s editorial
staff is not involved in its creation in any way.
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Best Advice I Ever Got
“Combine your strengths
and interests and create
something of high impact”
anjali Bansal
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The Point

1.6x

Rise in number of
women on board of
NSE-listed companies
over six years

Gender
Imbalance
In India Inc.
While boardroom diversity is increasing,
women are still under-represented and
under-paid in corporate India

By Shivani Sharma | Graphics by Tanmoy Chakraborty
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Number of Board
Seats Held By
Women Rises…
NSE-listed
companies
Directorships
held by women

…as More
Companies Comply
With Sebi Rule on
Increasing Women
Representation
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However, Women
Executive
Directors are Paid
Far Less Than Male
Counterparts

Average salary of
executive directors
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As on date; *NSE-listed companies
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India Has Far Fewer Women on Company Boards Than Developed Nations
44%

41%

31%

30%

France

Norway

Canada

UK

26%

25%

Netherlands S. Africa

24%

18%

15%

USA

Singapore

India

Numbers rounded off; this is not a
comprehensive list; data for 2019;
Source: Credit Suisse report ‘CS
Gender 3000’
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%

The average level by
which women are paid
less than men across
the world
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Youngsters
Hit tHe Most
bY Job Losses

43

32

40-49
years

13

50-59
years

60 &
above

î More youngsters lost their jobs than senior
and experienced employees during April-July
î Initially, in April, the lockdown led to job
losses in every age bracket. Then, in May, there
was a small but significant improvement in
almost all age brackets except the 20-39 year
age group; 1.76 crore people in the 20-39 age
group lost their jobs during April-July 2020

-87

30-39
years

-23

-89

15-19
years

eMpLoYMent gain/Loss
(April-July, in lakh)

Source: CMIE

20-29
years

FPIs Not Very
Keen on Indian
Markets in
FY21 so far
î Foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) have
been indifferent to Indian markets this
financial year

î FPI net inflows in first four months of
FY21 have been one-sixth compared to the
year-ago period
î Net debt flows have been a negative $5.2
billion while net equity inflows have been
$4.9 billion. The balance is accounted for
by net inflows of $1.183 billion through
hybrid instruments

15,203
FY18

Fpi FLows in
apriL-JuLY ($mn)

5,401

4,457

FY20

FY17

883
FY21

Source:
CMIE
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Equity MFs See Net
Monthly Outflows
î Equity mutual funds
saw a net monthly
outflow of `2,480 crore
in July; the last time this
had happened was in
March 2016

aUm of mf indUsTry
(`lakh crore)
30
25
20

6.3 per cent MoM to `27.1
lakh crore due to rise in
stock markets over the
month

15
10

î Compared with July
2019, the industry saw
a 10.6 per cent rise in its
asset base, an addition of
`2.6 lakh crore

î Assets under
management of the
industry, though, rose

5
0

Jul-19

Jul-20
Source: MOSPI

Telecom
dominaTes
m&a acTion
TElECoM

4,464

î In July, the telecom sector topped
M&A tables with deals valued at $4.46
billion. This was due to a single large deal
— Google’s $4.4 billion investment in Jio
Platforms for a minority stake
î IT and ITeS sector took the lead in number
of deals (six deals valued at $45 million)

2
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rESourCES
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BAnkInG And
fInAnCIAl
SErvICES
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STArT-uP
Value ($mn)
Volume
Source: MOSPI
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FMCG
Industry In
the red…

…But Food Players
report Better
Performance

î Aggregate sales of the fast moving
consumer durables (FMCG) industry fell 9.3
per cent in Q1 of FY21 compared to 5.9 per
cent dip in 4th quarter of FY20
î This was due to strict lockdown in first
part of the quarter

î Food companies such as Varun Beverages, Britannia,
Tata Consumer, Agro Tech Foods, HUL and Nestlé
performed relatively better during the quarter.
Companies with product portfolios skewed towards
discretionary or out-of-home consumption – Emami,
ITC and Bajaj Consumer – were severely hit

42

Varun Beverages

26

Britannia
Tata Consumer Products
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4
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Nestle

3
2
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Jyothy
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Marico

-13
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Dabur

-9

Bajaj Consumer
Emami

î Demand for office space in
India fell 61 per cent year-onyear and 44 per cent month-onmonth in 2nd quarter of FY21
Demand

9.7

î Covid-19 has hit demand for
commercial real estate across
the world

8.8

Sharp Slide
in Office
demand/Supply

deMand and suPPly oF
oFFICe sPaCe Pan IndIa
(Million Sq. Ft.)
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Source: IIFL Securities

sales
Growth
(1QFY21, %)
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Source: CRE Matrix
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Godrej Consumer Products
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FMCG revenue Growth (%)
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data ConsuMPtIon at reCord hIGh
î Average monthly data
consumption per subscriber
touched an all-time high of
12.1 GB in 1st quarter of FY21

Q1 12.1

Q4 10.9

Q3 10.4

Q2 10.4

î The broadband subscriber
base at the end of May 2020
was 684 million, 17.6 per
cent more than in May 2019

Q1 9.8

î The trend can be
attributed to rising
popularity of online
streaming platforms, spike
in number of people working
from home during the
lockdown and dip in data
prices

averaGe data
ConsuMPtIon Per
suBsCrIBer Per
Month (in GB)

FY20
FY21

Source: TRAI and CARE Ratings

Few restaurants
oPen desPIte
un-loCkdown
î Only 17 per cent dine-out
restaurants have opened
in cities where lockdown
restrictions have been
lifted, according to a
survey by Zomato

12

î Out of the 83 per cent
that are not open yet,
10 per cent are believed
to have shut down
permanently

Delhi NCR

î The study anticipates
that an additional 30 per
cent will not reopen at all
î Close to 60 per cent
restaurants expect to get
less than half their usual
business for some months
after they reopen

29
71
Kolkata

88
21

19
79
81

9

Hyderabad

Bengaluru

91
Chennai
(%, as of Aug)

Source: Zomato
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The Four-Engine
Challenge
BT’s panel of experts on how to fire up
the four engines of the economy —
and where to find the money
By TEAM BT
illusTrATion By rAj vErMA

It’s

double trouble for
India — a health crisis and a tumbling
economy, both at
once. On one hand, Covid-19 cases in the
country have exceeded 4.5 million, making
it the worst affected after the US. On the
other, the economy is in a free fall as gross
domestic product (GDP) contracted 23.9
per cent in the April-June quarter. Largely,
because over the past seven years, all four
engines of growth – exports, private investment, consumption, and public expenditure — have crashed, one after another.
The last two, as recently as the past three
years.
There is growing demand from industry and economists for an urgent second
stimulus. But the Centre believes that must
wait until a vaccine hits the market and economic activity resumes thereafter.
Business Today spoke to eight leading eco-

nomic and market experts – Arvind Virmani,
Chairman, Foundation for Economic Growth
& Welfare and former Chief Economic Advisor; Subhas Chandra Garg, former Finance
Secretary; Pronab Sen, former Chief Statistician of India; Nilesh Shah, Group President &
Managing Director of Kotak Mahindra Asset
Management; D.K. Srivastava, Chief Policy
Advisor, EY India; P. Thiagarajan, DMK legislator representing Madurai Central Assembly
Constituency and former MD, FM Sales, Standard Chartered Bank, Singapore; Rashesh
Shah, Chairman and CEO, Edelweiss Group,
and N. Sivaraman, MD & Group CEO, ICRA
— to ask them how to fire up the four engines
of the economy, and where to find the money.
We raised five questions to each one
of them: Where can the government find
money for a second stimulus? What can be
done to drive consumption, revive exports,
kick-start investment and increase public
expenditure. Here are their prescriptions:
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Economy – Panel Discussion

Where can government find the
money for a second stimulus?
Arvind Virmani: The decline in tax revenue associated
with decline in GDP due to the pandemic and associated
lockdown must be, directly or indirectly, monetised by
the Reserve Bank of Indian (RBI). Last year's low GDP
growth rate taken as the benchmark can be used as the
base line. Defence capital and R&D expenditures need to
be stepped up sharply. Sale of land and shares in defence
PSUs could be used for this purpose. Pending asset sales
should be expanded and accelerated. There is enough
liquidity in the global economy to attract foreign investment, provided the policy environment is right.
Subhash Chandra Garg: Raise additional resources to
not only cover revenue shortfall but also meet additional
expenses. There is liquidity in the market now. There is a
large group of people not able to spend on discretionary
items. That has resulted in increase in deposits in banks,
hence greater liquidity in the banking system. The government can comfortably raise money from the market.
At some point of time, if there is tightness in the market,
government can think of borrowing directly from the
RBI. Monetising (printing money) should not be rejected on ideological considerations and should not be seen
as the only right way. It should depend on availability of
funds in the system.
Nilesh Shah: The government has to be innovative in
raising resources. We shouldn’t follow the US or the EU
model of raising fiscal deficit or expanding central bank
balance sheet by trillions of dollars. Unlike the western
world, we have many means of raising resources. A gold
amnesty scheme at an attractive tax rate can bring out
gold from the tijori along with taxes for government.
Strategic divestment rather than market divestment will
bring higher resources to the government. Monetisation
of assets with Custodian of Enemy Property, surplus land
of defence and railways, infrastructure assets from roads
to transmission towers will yield resources. It can also
break the taboo and legalise betting and gambling like
racing and lotteries. The entire underground market will
start contributing to government coffers.
Pronab Sen: We are getting into a situation where there
is excess foreign exchange coming in, and RBI is forced
to print money to prevent the rupee from appreciating
hugely. So, there is a lot of liquidity, essentially from RBI
buying foreign exchange. This cash needs to be mopped
up. There is enough room in the market for government
to sell bonds and mop up this fresh flow of money. This
should be done quickly and at least `5-6 lakh crore can
come in. Since government is also losing on taxes, it will
have to bridge that deficit too. Hence. if there is a need for
more money, government may have to monetise. But that
is after you have borrowed whatever you could from the
market at a reasonable rate.
D K Srivastava: A second stimulus is urgently needed
22

The government can comfortably
raise money from the market. At
some point of time, if there is tightness in the market, government can
borrow from the RBI. Monetising
(printing money) should not be
rejected on ideological
considerations. It should depend on
availability of funds in the system
Subhash Chandra Garg, Former Finance Secretary

but resources need to be identified in the context of a severe contraction in tax revenues. The CGA data for the
first four months of FY21 indicate a contraction of 29.5
per cent in the Centre’s gross tax revenues. These are
expected to contract for the full year following a 3.4 per
cent fall in FY20. As such, non-tax resources, including
borrowings, appear to be the only option for financing a
second round of stimulus. Three important sources for
financing a second stimulus may be: (a) monetisation of
debt up to 2 per cent of GDP, (b) monetisation of government assets and (c) borrowing from external sources, including multilateral institutions, bilateral assistance and
private sector abroad.
Rashesh Shah: India’s overall external position is
strong despite Covid. The current account deficit is balanced to modest surplus and capital flows are robust
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We need a dual trade policy to revive
exports. An import substitution
policy for imports from China and a
free trade policy with the rest of the
world. We should launch a
comprehensive supply chain
relocation initiative to move
supply chains from China to free
economies

The government has planned an
additional `4 lakh crore of borrowing over and above the budget. It may need to borrow another `2-2.5 lakh crore, which should
go to infrastructure and direct
income transfer. Hopefully, direct
income transfer will be better
and larger

Arvind Virmani, Former Chief Economic Advisor

Pronab Sen, Former Chief Statistician of India

with Fed likely to keep real rates negative for some time.
Besides, inflation is expected to fall in coming months.
In this background, there is scope for borrowing more
to scale up government spending. Most economies have
scaled up borrowings to drive spending. However, our
comparative number is on the lower side. RBI can be a big
support in facilitating government borrowing through
enhanced open market purchases. Government should
keep divestment of assets in focus as a sizable revenue
source for the year.
N. Sivaraman: The fiscal situation is stretched due to
the pandemic. ICRA estimates the revenue shock to the
government at `6 lakh crore relative to the budgeted level
for FY2021. The space for a second stimulus can come
through a few options. One is accelerated divestment and
asset monetisation in the next six months. The second is

expenditure rationalisation in establishment costs, subsidies and transfers. This would make way for spending
that can generate higher multiplier effect. The third is allowing the fiscal deficit to enlarge further, perhaps with
support from RBI in terms of larger open market operations.
P. Thiagarajan: Divest, borrow and print money. These
are broadly the suggestions made by many, and I consider all three as immxediate, short-term options. However, I will qualify the suggestions by saying that divest
honestly, borrow intelligently, and if need be, print more
money, but cautiously. There is a reason. This is a problem
created by the government. Short-term measures are not
enough.
Why did tax revenue fall so much? The OECD Guidelines say 60 per cent tax revenue should come from di-
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'Let us lay the
red carpet for
all companies
moving out of
China to make
India their
base'

rect taxation. In 2013/14, direct taxes
constituted 53-54 per cent of tax collections. Today, 60 per cent comes
from indirect taxes. The dependence
on indirect taxes created a huge gap
in government's earnings when the
pandemic-hit economy went into a
lockdown.
Direct taxes are better because you
are taxing a person or an enterprise
earning money. Second, rich people
are less affected than poor. Hence,
direct tax collections will not shrink as much as indirect
tax collections in a distress situation. But for low crude
oil prices and high retail fuel prices, government finances
would have collapsed.

How can we drive consumption?
Srivastava: Private consumption will increase only after we exit fully from lockdowns. Rural private consumption demand is holding up and supply side constraints
should be identified and removed, particularly those
related to food items, so that inflation is under check. A
second stimulus preceding the festive season will give
private consumption a tangible uplift.
Virmani: During the pandemic, demand and supply factors are intimately linked, with excess demand in some
geographical pockets and some industries co-existing
with excess supply in others. There is also a disruption of
income generating activities, including among the selfemployed (household & tiny) and small sectors. Subsidies directed at bottom 40 per cent of the population
should be integrated into a direct cash transfer scheme
in which rural poor receive the transfer on their Aadhaarlinked mobile wallet. Further simplification of GST and
direct taxes code (DTC), accompanied by reduction of
marginal rates, can help revive growth.
Garg: Once 12 crore people who have lost jobs are provided funds, it will impact consumption. This group
suffered the most, because they did not have income,
savings, and were compelled to reduce consumption.
Once they get government support, it will stimulate demand. The government has already provided some help,
food grains, but that’s small assistance for a large group.
They deserve more to restore consumption. Government
needs to raise an additional `4 lakh crore. Of this, `2 lakh
crore should be support for MSMEs and workers, while
the rest be capital and infrastructure spend to trigger
consumption.
Rashesh: Discretionary spending will recover over time.
Government should focus on enhancing spending in near
term, which will spur liquidity and enhance consumption. In parallel, relaxations and exemptions on consumption purchases in near term, while it might affect
government finances, will accelerate recovery. Intention
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should be to prioritise government
spending to create a positive spillover
impact on the economy – once that
happens, government revenues will
also gradually revert to normal levels.
Thiagarajan: Government funds
that go into infrastructure and direct
income support to needy will increase
consumption. Shah: There is need to
support the needy segment of society.
Government has done a remarkable
job through direct benefit transfer,
provision of food grains, and higher allocation to MGNREGA. Now, it should focus on encouraging employment
creation by incentivising entrepreneurs. It will create a
multiplier effect on consumption.
Sivaraman: Consumption of discretionary items, and
services where social distancing is difficult to maintain,
have been badly affected. There are some items, such as
two-wheelers, on which GST rates could be rationalised
to spur private consumption, which would offset the impact of lower rates on overall GST inflows. The govern-

There is need to support the needy
segment of society. Government has
done a remarkable job through
direct benefit transfer, provision of
food grains and allocation to MGNREGA. Now they should focus on
encouraging employment creation
Nilesh Shah, Group President & Managing Director
of Kotak Mahindra Asset Management
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Rural private consumption demand is still
holding up and any supply side constraints
should be identified and removed,
particularly related to food items. A second
stimulus preceding the festive season would
give private consumption a tangible uplift
D.K. Srivastava, Chief Policy Advisor, EY

India’s exports are highly correlated to
trends in global trade and have been struggling for some time now. They should start
picking up going forward as economies start
reviving. Aatmanirbhar Bharat can be a big
lever to increase exports
Rashesh Shah, Chairman and CEO, Edelweiss Group

ment could enlarge the scope of MGNREGA and introduce a similar scheme for urban poor.

How do we revive exports?
Virmani: We need a dual trade policy to revive exports.
A comprehensive import substitution policy for imports
from China and a free trade policy with the rest of the
world. We should launch a comprehensive supply chain
relocation Initiative (SCRI) to move supply chains from
China to free market open economies like USA, the EU,
Japan, the UK, Canada and Australia. As part of the latter,
we should sign Free Trade Agreements with the US and
the EU. The SEZ law should be amended to make labour
use completely flexible and abolish controls and regulations on investment in and functioning of business, except those relating to health, safety and environment.
Srivastava: Atmanirbhar Bharat implicitly calls for relocating supply chains from China to India. It does not
imply a full-fledged import-substitution strategy. Exports would increase by attracting new investment as
industries shift from China. Identification of land banks
and single window clearances at the state level should facilitate such investment. Individual state governments
may also look at constraints arising from rigidities in
their labour laws.

Garg: Revival of exports happens in two ways. First,
Indian exports will have to return to pre-Covid level
and grow further. The second is to tap new markets. To
get back to normalcy, you need to open up the economy,
which the government has done. To find new markets,
government has announced several schemes and incentives like duty refunds. I don't see anything more the government can do.
Rashesh: India’s exports are highly correlated to trends
in global trade and have been struggling for some time
now. They should start picking up going forward as
economies start reviving. Aatmanirbhar Bharat can be
a big lever to increase exports. But, there needs to be enhanced focus on Ease of Doing Business. A dedicated governmental advisory service for smaller enterprises which
can resolve their problems can help them focus on scaling
up business. Lastly, a weaker exchange rate is required to
provide that extra tailwind.
Sivaraman: In the current scenario, where global demand has collapsed for many product lines, the best we
can expect is to increase market share of Indian exports
in the immediate term. Steps to do that will position Indian exports well over the medium term to take advantage of an eventual revival in global demand. This could
include addressing infirmities that reduce competitive-
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ness of our exports, including labour laws, infrastructural bottlenecks, inverted duty structures as well as gaps in
certain free trade agreements.
Shah: We need to be part of the global supply chain to increase exports. Let us lay the red carpet for all companies
moving out of China to make India their base and make
India the manufacturer to the world like we have become
back-office to the world.
Sen: The stimulus has no role in exports but exports have
not been growing for the last six years, and even if it does,
you can't expect it to be a growth engine, because the
global economy, even if it is going to recover, is not going
to be back where it was very soon.

What has to be done to raise public
expenditure?
Garg: There are three broad areas where there is an urgent or continued need for government or public expenditure. One, millions of MSMEs are severely impacted
by the lockdown. Lakhs are closed, many are operating at very low capacity and suffering huge losses. This
is reflected in the stress you are seeing in the retail account. So, the first port of call is stimulus or government
help to MSMEs. This should not be in the form of loans.
They need assistance to get back to work. The second is
10-12 crore people who have lost jobs. This includes salaried people in the informal sector. The third is capital
works in infrastructure, where Q1 GDP showed a fall of
60 per cent.
Virmani: Construction and investment are among the
worst sufferers from the pandemic so far. Existing public investment and infrastructure programmes must be
accelerated sharply. Contact services like restaurants,
hotels, travel, tourism, retail trade, entertainment, are
among the worst sufferers. The Centre should start a big
loan programme for manufacture and subsidised purchase of ultra-violet filtration systems for centrally airconditioned spaces and UV lights for cleaning of closed
public spaces. Ventilation improvements could be part of
this programme.
Rashesh: The government has been supporting the
rural economy – cash transfers to farmers, MGNREGA
spending, fixing rural infrastructure. But, there is need
to extend support to the urban economy to boost construction/infrastructure projects which could pull back
migrant workers. Also, cash transfers to urban poor may
be needed.
Thiagarajan: The government's focus should be to save
lives, as economic revival cannot happen without healthy
citizens. Equally important is to get money directly into
the hands of the poor. The third focus should be public
infrastructure. Job creation should happen in millions.
Sivaraman: Expenditure trends have been mixed this
fiscal. There is fear that the revenue shock faced by state
governments may force them to curtail expenditure,
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Consumption of discretionary items
has been badly affected. There are
some items, such as two-wheelers,
on which GST rates could be
rationalised to spur consumption.
The government could enlarge the
scope of MGNREGA and introduce a
similar scheme for urban poor
N. Sivaraman, MD & Group CEO, ICRA

which will negate the extra spending committed by the
Union government. State governments may need to
monetise certain assets, including land banks, power
generation units and distribution licences. Clarity on
magnitude of government borrowings at different levels
would allow for public expenditure to be planned and
prioritised.
Sen: Government has planned an additional `4 lakh
crore of borrowing over and above the budget. The government may need to borrow another `2-2.5 lakh crore,
which should go to infrastructure and direct income
transfer. Hopefully direct income transfer will be better
and larger. The `500 transfer was a joke.
Shah: The government has to provide fiscal support to
the needy. Care should be taken to ensure the right entrepreneurs and businesses are supported. There is no point
throwing good money after bad. A promoter who has
weakened his business by gold plating or siphoning off
money shouldn’t be supported. Another point on public
expenditure is to create maximum multiplier effect. Any
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spending on construction, textiles, instant consumption will have higher multiplier effect.
Srivastava: Increase in public expenditure should
be considered as additionality to budgeted expenditure for FY21. Stimulus would be effective only if some
non-budgeted expenditures are not neutralised by
contraction in budgeted expenditures. The most desirable increase in expenditure is on health and physical infrastructure. Despite the importance given to
the National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP), central
government’s capital expenditure increased only 3.9
per cent in the first four months of FY21. All three segments of investment should come together to make an
effective impact in augmenting infrastructure-related
demand.

risk premium rather than on front foot demanding lower
risk premium.
Sivaraman: The Q1 FY2021 results confirmed many entities have chosen to protect themselves by conserving
cash. If this continues, private investment is unlikely to
emerge as an early driver of recovery. With consumption
still below pre-Covid levels, it may take 12-18 months for
corporates to have visibility before they commit capital.
However, there will be several companies opting to utilise the downturn to reduce dependence on supply chains
concentrated in China. Such firms must be supported
through speedy clearances, access to land parcels, etc.
Thiagarajan: Government should force all large companies and public institutions to settle every bit of outstanding dues. Large corporations, flush with cash,
should be asked to provide advance credit to vendors. Ad-

Divest, borrow and print money. These are
broadly the suggestions made by many,
and I consider all three as immediate,
short-term options. Equally important
is to get money directly into the hands of
the poor
P. Thiagarajan, Tamil Nadu MLA and Former MD, FM Sales,
Standard Chartered Bank, Singapore

How can private investment be
kick-started?
Srivastava: Private investment has a complementary
role in infrastructure investment in the detailed plan
of the NIP. A beginning should be made here this year.
The private sector should be encouraged to borrow from
banks, which should be encouraged to increase risk-taking appetite for infrastructure projects.
Shah: Entrepreneurs need rule of law and Ease of Doing
Business. One multinational CEO says they face more
litigation in India than in the 55 countries put together
where they operate. Limitation of our commercial law is
best explained by the crores of cases pending in courts
for cheque bouncing or never-ending trial of 1991 securities scam or Satyam’s auditor paying a fine in the US for
a crime committed in India but not facing any material
consequences in India. The rule of law should be clear
and swift like Novak Djokovic’s penalty at the US Open.
Unless rule of law is established, entrepreneurs will take
investment decisions on the backfoot demanding higher

vance payments will ease liquidity pressure on the entire
supply chain. Once entities start supplying more, it will
have an impact on demand, and in turn result in more private investments
Rashesh: Capacity utilisation is still low. Private capex will see a broad-based pick-up gradually. There is a
reasonable chance the global economy bounce is better
than expected. After all, fiscal-monetary coordination
in the west is back after 10 years and is happening at unprecedented scale. To that extent, India’s global tradable
sectors may lead recovery in capex. However, for private investment to start, real rates need to be even lower.
Sen: Private investment is not going to come back
in a hurry as capacity utilisation is 60-65 per cent.
Until it is above 80 per cent, don't even expect investment.
Virmani: To expect private investment to pick up when
capacity utilisation has collapsed is to misjudge the macro
economy completely. The focus has to be on stimulating
private consumption in industries and sectors where demand has fallen sharply, reducing capacity utilisation.
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Interview
Worst is over,
v-shaped
recovery is on”
With GDP contracting 24 per cent in first quarter, economic recovery will be a long and
painful process. Business Today’s Rajeev Dubey, Dipak Mondal and Joe C. Mathew
caught up with Chief Economic Advisor Krishnamurthy Subramanian on the state of
the economy and plans to put it back on track. Edited excerpts:

W

hat is your view on Q1 GDP
numbers?
This is because of exogenous shock
globally. If you look at the World Economic Outlook report, the fraction
of countries whose GDP per capita
will contract this year is the highest
since 1870.

Despite that, the impact on our economy has been the
severest.
The intensity of our lockdown was very severe. The Oxford University, for instance, maintains that India had the most intense
lockdown by far. There was complete lockdown in April and May.
We started some unlocking on June 1. We have had such a severe
fall due to the intense lockdown in April and May. The effects persisted in June.
4 October 2020 Business Today

Would you attribute the fall only to
that? Or would you accept that coronavirus hit us at the weakest moment as we were decelerating for 16
quarters?
Given our Q4 growth rate, we were still growing faster than the advanced economies. So,
it can’t be because of the deceleration preCovid. It is clearly an exogenous shock.
We are seeing a 10-12 sigma event. Just to
give you one parallel, the United Kingdom,
and I am taking this example because the size
of its economy is the same as ours, shrunk by
22 per cent in the June quarter. We had a far
more intense lockdown than the UK.
Now, if I talk about recovery, we have to
look at some important facts, some lead31
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ing indicators, to see how things are moving. Among those, power
consumption, steel, cement, railway freight, etc, are useful highfrequency indicators that give us signals about the future. Another
is e-way bill — e-way bill generation in August was almost the same
as in August 2019.
Similarly, railway freight, which is a good indicator of economic
activities, was 95 per cent of last year’s level in July, and in August
(till August 26), it was 6 per cent higher than in August last year. If
you look at power consumption, the deficit (in July) was only 1.9 per
cent compared to last year. Similarly, the core sector, which shrunk
38 per cent in April, has been showing gradual improvement – it fell
22 per cent in May, 13 per cent in June and 9.6 per cent in July.
So, it is clear that a recovery is on, and it is looking like a V-shape
recovery. The other thing we need to be careful about is that a Vshape recovery means there was a sharp decline and then a recovery.
But it doesn’t say much about the slope of the recovery. That said, it
is important to keep in mind that there is still residual uncertainty
that one can’t deny.
I want to point out that people, when faced with a crisis — economic or otherwise — go into a cautionary mode, focusing on essential spending, avoiding discretionary spending.
This is what has happened, especially
because discretionary spending is related to services, where social distancing
norms create problems.
Since you talked about discretionary items taking the worst
hit, do you think there can be a Vshaped recovery unless demand
for discretionary items and services picks up?
I anticipated your question when I
said that V-shape means a sharp fall
followed by a rise. V-shape recovery
doesn’t mean it is across sectors. So, we
have to be mindful of that. That’s why I
mentioned that discretionary spending
has been the most impacted because of
uncertainty created by the pandemic.

V-shape means a sharp fall
followed by a rise. V-shape
recovery doesn’t mean it is
across sectors. So, we have
to be mindful of that

So, will normalisation be a natural process or will there
be some intervention? I ask this as the finance minister has said that this is not the end of stimulus and we
should not exhaust our resources at the time of unlock.
Nowhere have I said that there is no role for the government. In
fact, if you look at the Atmanirbhar package, which was 10 per
cent of GDP – yes, fiscal component was low but if you take GDP
to be Consumption (C)+Investment (I)+Government Spending
(G)+Investment (I) +net exports, when you provide credit or liquidity, it eventually impacts C and I, especially C. Basically, credit/liquidity reaches the private sector eventually. That’s why I use
the phrase that Deng Xiaoping used to say: I don’t care about the
colour of the cat as long it catches mice.
32

So, whether it is direct cash or liquidity,
both contribute to the economy. I am not saying the government has no role, but if you look
at the composition of our GDP, approximately 60 per cent is consumption, while government spending is 12 per cent. So, to offset a 1
per cent fall in consumption, government has
to increase spending by 5 per cent.
Consumption and private investment
are 90 per cent of the economy. In times like
these, there will be risk aversion, and the private sector will not spend. So, if there is a 1
per cent drop in contribution of the private
sector, government spending will have to
respond by about 9 per cent to neutralise its
impact. The government has responded and
you can see that in the 16 per cent increase
in spending in Q1. But just the fact that government spending is a smaller contributor
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and there are fiscal constraints for all countries -- UK’s fiscal stimulus was 15 per cent of
GDP, yet its economy contracted 22 per cent
– means the packages cannot completely
offset the fall in private consumption and investment.
There are a couple of elements running
through our policy response. One, using the
evidence of the Spanish Flu, we recognised
early that this is not a three-month pandemic. So, exhausting all ammunition at the
beginning may not have been advisable. We
are six months into the pandemic and we
still don’t know when it is going to end. That

said, the government is committed to doing
everything within its constraints to minimise
the impact.
Exports have been falling, private
investments have been falling for a
while. It is the fall in consumption
that got noticed eventually and led
to the steep decline now. The government has been looking at improving the supply side. Will there be a
change in strategy soon?
Let me clarify. If you look at the indicators
from December to February, things were
starting to improve even on the consumption side. Demand was picking up significantly. The measures taken since July 2019
had started having an impact.
Are you looking at change in strategy
in the way you want to deal with it?
Measures since July were having an effect
on demand till February. In this particular
episode, you have to be a little bit more careful. Just putting cash in hands of people is
not necessarily going to spur discretionary
spending. Look at the PMJDY data. After
lockdown, PMJDY balance increased by
about `25,000 crore. Of course, with unlocking, it has decreased, though it is still
`11,000 crore more than during the prelockdown period. This section of account
holders typically spends every rupee it
earns. This indicates motive to save. Therefore, putting cash in hands of people may
not bring back discretionary spending as it
has been primarily impacted by uncertainty.
It is important to understand that in the
previous crises, be it the Asian financial crisis or the global financial crisis, the factors
that created uncertainty were economic.
Governments could fix those. In this case,
the factor is the pandemic. The uncertainty
that is impacting discretionary spending
will have to wait for the vaccine.
Government revenues are under
pressure. What can be done to continue public expenditure at the same
pace as before to cushion the impact
of the slowdown?
There are various options, but I would say
that in extraordinary times like this, when
faced with a trade-off between growth and
fiscal deficit, we have to lean on growth. Be-

cause India's potential growth is 7 per cent, even in a bad year, we
should be able to grow 6 per cent. When you get growth, debt becomes sustainable as well. Many of us have forgotten this. During
the Asian financial crisis, we had three years, 2000 to 2002, where
growth was 4 per cent. As a result, debt went up to almost 87 per cent
of GDP as the government used infrastructure spending to reignite
the economy. Spending, without worrying about deficit, got back
growth. Then, from 2003, we had the growth phase, and debt became sustainable. So, after peaking,, debt came down to almost 60
per cent level, before rising again during the global financial crisis.
So, we have been there before, we have successfully dealt with such
crises by undertaking necessary expenditure, especially high-quality expenditure. So, the template is the same.
What has been the impact of the package so far? When
can we expect the next stimulus?
If you take one of the key components of the package, the `3 lakh
crore emergency credit to MSMEs, the uptake has been promising. Credit and liquidity will eventually impact consumption. This
year, it will not impact investment much. It will impact consumption. So, that part is certainly very good.
Some measures that the Reserve Bank of India has announced
are helping the country avoid some immediate stress and giving
us some breathing space so that once recovery picks up, our ability to deal with some of the difficulties is enhanced. So, overall,
the package has been in right doses. There are two parts to what
we should be doing. One is some short-term measures during the
festive season, but as I said earlier, these may have a short push,
but will have an impact like steroids. Once the vaccine is there and
demand is back with a bang, we should give a far stronger push to
accelerate that.
Are you looking at that happening by Jan-Feb?
Some say the vaccine will come by the end of the year, some say by
early next year. Even if it is early next year, that is a couple of months
from now. Bringing back normalcy is critical to bring back demand.
What are the short-term steps you are talking about?
There are many options. There could be ways to increase consumption by focusing on sectors where marginal propensity to consume
is higher. One key is to double down on investment in infrastructure.
Projects worth `103 lakh crore have been approved. It will be good
quality spending as infrastructure has far more spillover effects. The
idea is already there. And, think of some durables goods, those that
are typically bought during the festive season.
To conclude, can we say India is about to enter into a
recession for a couple of quarters and then see a quick
recovery after vaccine is ready?
What I would say is that there is a robust recovery that is on. In uncertain times like these, it is hard to estimate, it is very hard to give
predictions, but I would say that there is clearly a V-shaped recovery
that is on, and the worst is over.
@rajeevdubey, dipak_journo, joecmathew
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August this year, Axis Bank launched a new
hiring initiative, Gig-A-Opportunities, under which
it offered full-time job seekers a hybrid workplace.
Employees can largely work from home and will have
to come to office twice a week. Gig-A-Opportunities
does not cover consumer-facing roles but has openings in mainstream functions such as audit, compliance, marketing and human resources.
Given the job losses over the past few months due
to the pandemic, it’s not surprising that it got 30,000
applications in a week. Interestingly, 46 per cent

applicants were women who have taken a career break.
pandemic as sectors such as hospitality, retail and other
“The hybrid workplace model encouraged women to get
service-led industries, which hire more women, came to
back to professional life. We have got applications from
a standstill. Around 17 per cent men lost their jobs, says
women who were in corporate roles and had to quit bean Avtar report. The figure for women is higher at 23 per
cause of motherhood. The initiative is helping us accelercent, it says.
ate our diversity agenda,” says Rajkamal Vempati, Chief
Diversity Accelerated
Human Resources Officer, Axis Bank.
The bank also has an initiative, Gigas, offering shortThe Covid crisis is an opportunity for many companies to
term assignments. The oldest applicant is a 60-year-old
increase their diversity quotient. In India, around 10 milwoman. “She told us that after retirement, she has been
lion people can work remotely, says HR services firm CIEL,
pursuing art for her soul and now needs a job to soothe her
and for these jobs, companies have started reviewing the
mind,” says Vempati.
number of work-from-office roles. “Women typically leave
The pandemic has changed the way India Inc. functhe talent pool for maternity and child care. Even after they
tions. Sprawling workplaces and bustling offices where
are done with it, most hesitate to get back to formal work.
people worked long hours are now things of the past.
As WFH becomes the norm, we will see many women reThe lockdown has forced organisations to let employees
skill and return to work and stay in the workforce much
convert homes into offices, while face-tolonger than in pre-Covid days,” says Aditya
face meetings have been replaced by virtual
Mishra, CEO, CIEL.
‘In IndIa,
meetings on platforms such as Zoom, Cisco
Audit and consulting major Deloitte reWebex, Google Meets and Microsoft Teams.
cently
launched an initiative to hire former
cLose to
Even crucial board meetings and annual genwomen employees. “We got in touch with
10 mn peopLe
eral meetings of companies have moved to
thousands of former colleagues and told
can Work
the virtual space. The big realisation is that
them that they have an opportunity to get
remoteLy’
flexible working hours and work from home
back to work. We have always allowed WFH,
(WFH) don’t hamper productivity. “The
given employees flexibility to work four hours
myth that working from home impacts productivity has
a day, five days a week, but Covid has enabled us to pursue
been razed to the ground, and this is a boon for women
these initiatives with renewed vigour,” says S.V. Nathan,
employees,” says Saundarya Rajesh, MD, Avtar, a diversity
Partner and Chief Talent Officer, Deloitte India.
and inclusion enabling firm.
Similarly, SAP India Labs is in the process of rolling
Ironically, more women than men lost jobs in the
out a shared work concept where a managerial role can
36
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months, 64 per cent being women. “The idea is that every
year, if we hire a disproportionate number of women, it
will, on a structural basis, solve the problem,” says Kumar.
Kumar says Zee wants to be a gender blind organisation and for that it is putting together processes that will
reduce unconscious biases in hiring. Apart from the regular
interview, it has put together a host of psychometric and
functional testing mechanisms independent of the interviewer's score. “All interviewers have unconscious biases.
The most common is that women are not suitable for sales
roles. You reduce the bias the moment you bring in these
functional and aptitude tests,” he says.
Amazon India Director of HR, Deepti Varma, says the
new normal presents an opportunity to welcome women on a career
break back to the corporate world
with a gradual ramp-up that can help
women establish the right flexibility.
My understand“In 2018, we launched Rekindle, an
ing is that people
initiative to hire women employees
want to come back
who are on a career break in varito the workplace
ous tech and non-tech roles. The
to meet people,
pilot saw some success and there
were also some learnings, based
friends and coon which we re-launched Rekindle
workers. There is
2.0 in 2020. Through this initiative,
no substitute for
we have been providing opportunibe shared by two people. “For the
human contact”
ties to support women who intend
first part of the day, one person will
to professionally re-integrate and
do the work, and in the second, the
PAllAvi SHRoFF
other will take over. Women who
recommence their job in the new
Managing Partner, Shardul
Amarchand Mangaldas & Co
normal world.”
aspire to get into those kinds of
Rajesh Uppal, Senior Executive
leadership positions don’t have to
Director (HR & IT), Maruti Suzuki,
think that they cannot do that just
also believes that organisations
because they work part-time. It ofshould be gender blind. “We need best talent. When we
fers women a great chance to take leadership roles as they
select a candidate, we have no gender bias.” The country
progress through the various grades in their career,” says
doesn’t produce as many woman mechanical engineers as
Sindhu Gangadhara, SVP and MD, SAP Labs India. A partthe company would like to hire and that is the reason for the
time shared role will obviously mean lower compensation
low 7.3 per cent women in its workforce. “Covid has proved
but Gangadhara believes it will add significantly to the
that WFH or work from anywhere is effective and we are
company’s diversity quotient. SAP Labs India has commitin the process of institutionalising it. The
ted itself to giving 30 per cent leadership
WFH flexibility will surely accelerate diposts to women by 2022 from the current
28 per cent.
versity in Maruti Suzuki,” says Uppal.
reverse migration
Beauty products company L’Oreal
Zee Entertainment, meanwhile, is
among whitehad launched Career 2.0 to hire women
aiming for a 50:50 male-female ratio by
collared
employees who had taken a break. The
2024, from the current 78:22 (22 per cent
initiative wasn’t a great success till the
women). Animesh Kumar, Chief People
employees during
pandemic made WFH and flexible workOfficer, Zee Entertainment, says Covid
lockdown ensured
ing a norm. The Career 2.0 initiative,
has played the role of a catalyst in their
availability of a
says Roshni Wadhwa, Director, Human
diversity agenda. The media and enterlarge talent base
Resources, has suddenly gathered motainment conglomerate has hired 100
mentum. “There is a lot of empowerment
trainees across functions in the past few
in small towns
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and trust that has developed between managers and employees. Earlier, we used to allow our employees to WFH
only a few days in a month, but now we plan to extend WFH
days considerably.”

started reaching out to women in Tier-II and Tier-III towns
to become their agents.

Re-skilling Employees
If companies re-hire women employees or hire women who
are on a break in small town India, they will have to invest
Small Town Advantage
A large number of applicants under Axis Bank’s Gig-Aon re-skilling them. As Bansal of Avaana puts it, “CompaOpportunities initiative were women in Tier-II and Tier-III
nies need to give them digital training as well as training
cities. There was reverse migration among white-collared
in communication and other skills so that they are able to
employees too during the lockdown. This ensured availcope with the changing times and more, importantly, don’t
ability of a large talent base in small towns. Rajesh of Avtar
become irrelevant if another pandemic hits us.”
says 78 lakh women are on a break and waiting to get back
Google India recently launched DigiPivot, a proto work, of which 70 per cent are in Tier-II and Tier-III
gramme to help more women return to work by developing their leadership and digital marketing skills. “We want
towns. These are IT professionals, digital marketers as well
to do our part to not only offer attractive jobs for women
as artificial intelligence programmers.
in tech but for them to develop skills that are vital in the
Vempati of Axis Bank says Covid has made her organmodern digital world. We see positive results from this
isation location agnostic. “We are looking at hiring people
initiative and are looking at how we can scale up this proin Assam. They will work from their homes for a role based
gramme and reach more women in India and beyond,” says
in a metro.”
Prriti Narain, Market HR Leader, Google India.
SAP Labs, says Gangadhara, is trying to hire not just
Similarly, Deloitte is offering programmes through a
women but men too from Tier-II and Tier-III towns. “It
platform called Cura where it seeks
is a great opportunity for women to
to re-skill employees returning to
get back to work. Organisations like
work. “This is in order to help them
ours benefit from this extended taladjust well into the workforce. We
ent pool."
also give them mentors and budSmall town India does have a
The new normal
dies,” says Nathan.
talent mine, agrees Anjali Bansal,
presents an opporFounder, Avaana Capital. One of her
tunity to welcome
Does WFH Really Help?
investee company, Coverfox, which
women on a career
Though companies are becoming
is into insurance distribution, has
break back to the
more and more open to institutionalising WFH, which is a positive for
corporate world”
women seeking flexibility, in realDEEPTi vARMA
ity, a significantly higher number of
Director, HR,
women employees are eager to get
Amazon India
back to work after the lockdown
than men. The lockdown has put
more pressure on women than men
as they are expected to take care of domestic chores along
with their profession. “There is disproportionate domestic
workload on women. Companies may have changed, but
society hasn’t,” says Bansal of Avaana Capital.
Shefali Kohli, Group Head (Rewards, Diversity and
People Productivity), Godrej Industries and Associate
Companies, says many of her women colleagues are asking
for a sabbatical as they are finding it difficult to balance
their profession with domestic chores. “I am figuring out
if I can offer them a temporary furlough or allow them to
work four hours a day.”
WFH has its challenges and it is an organisation’s responsibility to help a woman employee, says Pallavi Shroff,
Managing Partner, Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas & Co.
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fore, we asked leaders to be empathic towards women
colleagues. Our leaders are trying to find out what is it that
a woman employee in his/her team is going through and
have the flexibility and openness to talk to them and find
out how things can be done differently,” says Anuradha
Razdan, Executive Director (Human
Resources), HUL. Women employees also fear that WFH will take them
away from the spotlight. “Many women feel they will lose their voice if they
The hybrid workWFH,” says Rajesh of Avtar.

place model encouraged women
to get back to professional life. The
initiative is helping
us accelerate our
diversity agenda”

Pay Parity
If 10 million Indians can WFH going
forward, will it eliminate gender pay
disparity? While a large section of the
industry believes it will, Nathan of
“My understanding is that people
Deloitte says there is no link between
want to come back to the workplace
WFH and pay. “Organisations need
to meet people, friends and co-workto consciously focus on reducing
rAjKAmAl VemPATi
ers. There is no substitute for human
pay gap by consistently working on
CHRO, Axis Bank
contact. People are missing that as
inclusion and skilling their women
today WFH is also accompanied by
employees.”
isolation. Together, the two are inBansal is not too sure if WFH will
deed very challenging. WFH requires a lot of planning
reduce pay disparity. “We thought WFH will make life
and discipline, not only by the individual but also by other
easier for women, but it hasn’t, given their larger share of
domestic responsibilities. We must be careful that since
members of the family, which can be challenging.”
Hindustan Unilever (HUL) has, in the last decade,
WFH comes with distractions for women, productivity is
taken the proportion of women employees from 18 per
not perceived to be lower.”
cent to 42 per cent. It intends to reach 50 per cent. One of
“We analyse our compensation data every year to make
its major concerns was impact on diversity efforts because
sure that we don’t have gender pay disparity. WFH being
of Covid. “Women have huge responsibilities, they have to
more acceptable in the future will ensure more career
support large families, help kids with schooling, and this is
options and opportunities to grow, so we should address
going to continue for a while. However, household chores
gender pay issues in industries where it exists,” Arif Aziz,
can’t become a deterrent for their work either. ThereCHRO, Diageo India.

The idea is that every year, if we
hire a disproportionate number
of women, it will, on a structural
basis, solve the problem”
AnimesH KumAr

Chief People Officer, Zee Entertainment
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Diversity During
panDemic
78 lakh women

As WFH has
become the
norm, it has
been a boon
for women

in Tier-II/III towns
who are taking a
break are
being tapped

Companies
are now
open to accelerating
their diversity agenda

Average diversity in
India Inc. is 31%.
Accelerating
diversity could
mean equal representation by 2027
Over 23% of
women lost jobs
during Covid as
against against
17% men

Organisations
realise that
talent pool is
not confined
to top cities

WFH & Attrition
On whether the new WFH norms will improve gender
Will WFH reduce attrition among women? Will it increase
diversity at India Inc., Razdan of HUL says it is doable, but
India Inc.’s diversity quotient, which is at 30-31 per cent?
requires determination and commitment from leadership
“There is a trend of balanced households, there are a lot of
teams. “If we could reach 42 per cent in a decade, it is inmen getting involved in household chores. If they do this for
deed possible. But one needs to drive a mindset change. It is
five-seven months more, it will be a trend
a holistic change programme and not really
that stays. This will have a powerful impact
connected with Covid or WFH.”
on women themselves, as earlier they were
Rajesh of Avtar wants companies to
a
not sure if they could WFH,” says Razdan
use the WFH norm and accelerate their disignificantly
of HUL.
versity agenda. “Even if we take half the 78
A lot depends on change in societal
lakh women who are currently on a hiatus,
higher
mindsets too. The men have to get involved
we are talking of 27 per cent growth in the
number of
in domestic chores as much as women,
country's GDP. When women earn, they
women are
points out R. Mahalakshmi, Head, India HR,
will spend more, which will help demand
eager to get
Mondelez. She says her organisation has set
and consumption.”
back to work
four ground rules — digital detox, self-care,
Avtar's recent gender diversity report
do-nothing days and choosing own time of
says if corporations take their gender distarting and ending work. “One big sound
versity agenda seriously, one can expect
that we heard was blurring of work days and holidays. We
women participation in the workforce rise to 50 per cent
ensured that both women and men set time for digital
by 2027. The pandemic has indeed managed to speed up
detox which they highlight to the rest of the organisation
the diversity agenda across India Inc.
so that nobody disturbs them during that time. We have
also allowed them to set days when they wish to not work.”
@ajitashashidhar
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The
Missing
SHE
Economy
DESPITE OBVIOUS BENEFITS, MOST OF INDIA
INC IS OBLIVIOUS TO BUSINESS AROUND
WOMEN-SPECIFIC NEEDS. MARKETERS
LISTENING TO THEM HAVE NEVER BEEN
HAPPIER
By SONAL KHETARPAL
ILLUSTRATION By RAj VERMA

40, Priti Rathi Gupta, Promoter and
Managing Director, Anand Rathi Group,
was enrolled in Owner/President Management programme at Harvard University
where she made a business case for a financial management platform for women as
part of a class project. The skepticism from
fellow classmates surprised her. “They
were oblivious to the varied needs of women — they earn less, live
longer, and have a different outlook towards investing. They didn’t
seem to understand the rationale,” says Rathi. She launched her university project — LXME — a digital financial planning platform for
women. In the last four months since its launch, it has got 5,000 users.

At
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Not just financial services. As consumers,
women are under-served across sectors, be
it auto, hospitality, fashion or sports. Most
brands, say experts, have never thought about
gender as central to their products and services. “Small sporadic experiments have happened in the Indian consumer brand space
to cater to women but nothing exceptional.
Mostly, it is positioning of the same product
with a different communication strategy,” says
Alpana Parida, former CEO of brand consultancy DY Works.
One reason for this is economic. “The fundamental problem is that women don't have
control over finances. If 21 out of 100 women
work, and 100 out of 100 men work, marketers
will go after the (bigger) spender,” says Apurva
Purohit, President, Jagran Prakashan.
The average disposable per capita income of women (`46,505 a year) is about
one-third that of men (`1,87,868).“Due
to this, products which help a woman
live her life effectively and efficiently
are low on priority in households,” says Akshaya Vijayalakshmi, Professor of Marketing
at IIM-A.
The Stereotype
Things are changing, though slowly. There
might be few women in leadership positions
but women are finding ways to earn and
supplement family’s income. Also, they are
delaying marriage and so getting more years
to spend on themselves. Increasing access to
internet, digital payments and new micro-entrepreneurship opportunities are encouraging
them to improve their lives. “With rise of platforms offering gig work, entrepreneurship opportunities and work at home options, women
are aspiring to increase their standing,” says
Sairee Chahal, founder and CEO of Sheroes.
But, marketers often fail to recognise these
nuances and communication is still black and
white. There is a tendency to classify all women in one category, says Ameera Shah, Managing Director of Metropolis Healthcare. “Just
like not all men are cheats and philanderers,
not all women are emotional.” She says there
is a deep segmentation among women that
marketers fail to understand and, hence, fail in
communicating with them, she says.
Though brands are slowly recognising this
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and launching campaigns breaking stereotypes, most product categories continue to
follow the older pattern.
“Mainstream brands are usually wary of
trying new consumer strategies or products.
It is not that they can’t target women. They are
risk averse,” says Parameswaran Venkataraman, Chief Design Officer, Fractal Analytics.
Then there are domestic power equations.
For categories where they are end users (such
as for household goods, kitchen appliances),
women play a key role in purchase decisions.
But for more expensive appliances such as
fridge and air-conditioner, while they can be
influencers, men are deemed to be final decision makers, he says. A Google study of Youtube ads over four years found that male characters got more screen time (59 per cent) than
women (41 per cent). Also, male characters
were heard two times (at 67 per cent) more
often than female characters. Women were
also less likely to be seen as having a profession
and in a leadership role.
But what about categories specific to
women like clothes and shoes? Here, too, the
reality isn’t pretty. Fashion brands for women
– clothes, shoes – are still geared towards looking good and comfort isn’t a priority. “Retail
brands focus heavily on women but look at
the popular stereotype needs of fashion and
beauty with focus on ‘looking good’. They do
not really focus on other needs that a woman
might have, such as comfort and functionality,” says Rajni Menon, Head of Solutions Development and Chief Strategy Officer, Dentsu.
Take sports. In shoes, men have more options than women. In sports clothing, products of prominent brands are not designed

for Indian body types. Neharika Vohra, Professor of Organisational Behaviour at IIMA, says, “As a working woman who
wants comfortable shoes, I have to buy the same pair in a
different colour. Only a handful of brands such as Red Tape
or Hush Puppies are comfortable but hardly offer any variety.
Liberty did a good job with comfort but didn’t upgrade.” She
says a lot of clothes for women are high maintenance and need
to be hand-washed or dry-cleaned.
However, brands that are listening to women couldn’t
be happier.

New Customers
Some brands are looking at women afresh as a consumer base
and building products that cater to them. “Such brands have a
competitive advantage over others,” says Menon of Dentsu.
Seven years ago, HDFC started looking at socio-economic
and medical trends and came up with womencentric products, says Vibha Padalkar, MD and
CEO, HDFC Life. One was an insurance-cuminvestment ‘Smart Women Plan’, which provides covers for pregnancy complications and
female-specific cancers, and a goal-based product, ‘Sanchay’, which gives buyers the choice of
investment horizon and guaranteed benefits.
She says plans that have an emotional story
work best with women. For instance, there is
a policy, YoungStar, for mothers who want to
take care of their children without depending
on the husband. She says close to 40 per cent
PhOtOgraPh by rachit gOswami

Creating New Category
The handful of brands customising products and services
for women have reaped decent gains. They are approaching
the subject in two ways. They genuinely believe that they can

serve a wider spectrum of consumers from 18 years to senior
citizens. “That universal appeal served us well,” he says. He
says scooter sales are highest in progressive states with high
female literacy such as Kerala and Delhi. About 20 per cent
buyers are women but users will be 33 per cent or so, he says.
These brands created a new segment of consumers and
expanded their market. “Scooters became one of the biggest
liberators of small-town girls,” says Santosh Desai, Managing
Director & CEO, Future Brands.

broaden their consumer base by being relevant to women,
says Menon of Dentsu. One example is Titan. The company
saw that women watches was dying as a category and so reimagined watches as a jewellery product. “A brand’s journey has got a lot to do with the socio-cultural context of its
customer. The product has to shift gears as role of women
changes,” says Revathi Kant, Chief Design Officer, Titan. Raga
by Titan is now a `350 crore brand.
Another segment where there has been a major change
is scooters. To make scooters more user friendly, HeroMoto Corp and Honda started introducing features such
as automatic transmission for ease of use. Many launched
lower saddle variants. Y.S. Guleria, Director, Sales and Marketing, Honda Motorcycle and Scooter India, says when they
launched in 2001, the design input since then has been to

The fundamental problem is
that women don't have control
over finances. If 21 out of 100
women work, and 100 out of
100 men work, marketers will
go after the (bigger) spender”
ApurvA purohIT, President, Jagran Prakashan

women policy holders at HDFC Life earn between `5 lakh
and `15 lakh. “Over the last five years, business from women
has grown from late teens to about a quarter of the retail business. The segment has grown over 2.5X in absolute terms,”
says Padalkar.
While in the healthcare industry, the focus is on fertility
and reproductive health, Metropolis has diagnostic test plans
to cater to women across age groups. “Women will have different challenges at 13-14, when they might have concerns around
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anaemia or PCOS, and in the 50s, when osteoporosis can be
a challenge,” says Ameera Shah of Metropolis Healthcare.
She says the aim is to offer health solutions for each life stage.
The strategy is working. Desai of Future Brands says
women are more assertive about personal needs and not
apologetic about it. He says this might not mean new categories of products or services but willingness to spend more
on themselves, for lingerie, accessories, apparel and even
a holiday with women friends. “From kitty party and karwa
chauth, women are now going on holidays with friends. This
is a very big change.”
That is where travel comes in. Sumitra Senapati started
the WOW (Women On Wanderlust) Club for solo women
travelers in 2005. “Since security is a concern, these tours
allow women to travel alone but in safety a group offers.” She
says when they started, eight out of 10 women dropped out
after initial queries. Today, women are making own decisions.
Now, conversations are not about asking father or husband for
permission but about dates, duration, etc.
Hotels, too, are focusing on the ‘single women traveller’.
Most have women friendly rooms closer to the lobby area

says auto firms started including women in their communication strategy five-six years back. Tata Motors’s campaign,
where the second key was named ‘Her Key’, encouraged
more women to get behind the wheels. Mahindra & Mahindra started hiring women in customer facing roles at
dealerships. “Several car companies have started reviewing the vehicle’s design from a women’s perspective and
trying to reconfigure and prioritise those needs,” says Menon. “For instance, the country’s largest carmaker, Maruti
Suzuki India, says 36 per cent of women bought cars with
automatic gearbox technology. Women also enquire more
about after-sales service. “The uptake of car service pick &
drop through our app is a lot more with women consumers,”
says Shashank Srivastava, Executive Director, Marketing and
Sales. The company also introduced reverse/rear camera
as a fitment in certain models after feedback from women
consumers. The results are encouraging. In FY06, only 5 per
cent buyers were women. In FY20, this was 15-17 per cent.
Srivastava says women prefer sub-four metre cars such as
compact sedans/SUVs and hatchbacks. “From our research,
we know that almost 50 per cent women drive to work. As
more women enter the workforce, the number of
women buyers will increase drastically,” he says.

Women will have different challenges at 13-14, when they might
have concerns around anaemia or
PCOS, and in the 50s, when osteoporosis can be a challenge”

offering more CCTV coverage. ITC, for instance, has an ‘Eva’
wing or floor depending on number of women guests in a
property at premium luxury hotels, including ITC Maurya,
New Delhi, ITC Gardenia, Bengaluru, and ITC Maratha, Mumbai. In these areas, attendants, maintenance staff, housekeeping staff, lift manager are women. Each room has a door-view
camera. Plus, the hotels ensure additional supplies of things
such as nail polish removers and safety pins, apart from a fulllength mirror. “We started this in 2000 when we saw the segment gaining prominence. We designed Eva rooms keeping
in mind the privacy and security of a single women traveller
without compromising on luxury,” says Benita Sharma, Area
Manager- North & GM, ITC Maurya. Nearly 10-12 per cent
ITC guests are single women travellers.
Women are also buying more cars. According to industry
figures, 10-12 per cent buyers are women. Menon of Dentsu
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AmeerA ShAh, MD, Metropolis Healthcare

However, the best surprise has been
sprung by power bike brand Royal Enfield. It has started women-only riding
events and rider training programmes for
women. “The brand is about pure motorcycling. It is not about the machine but
motorcycling as a way of life, so the endeavour has been to build the ecosystem
of motorcycling and making it accessible
for all kinds of riders,” says a company
spokesperson. The company has a fiveyear-old programme STRE (She Travels
on a Royal Enfield) to encourage women
to take up riding and create a community.
There is also an 18-day ride for women
riders in the Himalayas, Royal Enfield
Himalayan Odyssey Women. It recently
launched riding gear and apparel for women. “Most of the brands available in India
are from Europe, for cold weather, and
don’t suit Indian body types. Plus, price is
a big deterrent,” says Puneet Sood, Head,
Apparel and Accessories, Royal Enfield.
One of the major demands of women riders was lighter helmets. Most of the Royal
Enfield collection for women has fibreglass helmets instead of the commonly
used ABS ones.

tackle hormonal imbalances in women.
“Women are getting periods as early as
11/12. Menopause is also setting in early,
at 42, instead of the usual 50,” says Ankur Goyal, founder and CEO, &me. He
says the discourse on women’s health in
mainstream media is restricted to reproA 2018 report by
ductive health and evades topics such as
morgan Stanley says
period pain, cramps, menopause, ache,
the median investment
for most businesses
mood swings. &me has launched drinks
is $1 million, but this
for health conditions related to women
figure drops to a scant
such as fibrosis, menopause and hormon$213,000 for womenal imbalances. OZiva focuses on clean,
owned firms
plant-based nutrition for both genders
but women account for 70-80 per cent of
But a 2018 study by
its consumer base.
The Boston Consulting
While start-ups have limited reach,
Group found that while
when they introduce innovative prodwomen entrepreneurs
ucts, they open up new markets. “When
receive less funding,
start-ups cater to underserved customer
they generate more
segments (such as women, rural conrevenue per dollar
sumers), it pushes larger incumbents to
than male-led startevaluate these new products, services and
ups. Data from 350
segments,” says Ruchi Hanasoge, Senior
companies showed
Manager - Strategy & Impact, Omidyar
that for every dollar
of funding, womenNetwork India.
owned startups
But it is not easy for the founders. A
generated 78 cents in
founder who didn’t want to be named said:
revenue, while
“My investors made it clear that they were
male-led firms
investing in my IIT/IIM degree instead of
Davids of the World
generated 31 cents
Purohit says the problem is not as much
my idea for a women’s startup. Even today
with products as with product developthey tell me to pivot to unisex products.”
Things are moving,
ment. “Even in the input, women have
Women-related start-ups find it much
albeit slowly.
been poorly represented,” she says.
more difficult to raise funds.
According to
New entrepreneurs have taken note.
To solve this problem, online coupons
Crunchbase eoY 2019
A number of women-focused start-ups
platform
Mydala’s founder Anisha Singh
Diversity report, in
are coming up, not just in beauty and perdecided
to
turn to a VC. As an entrepre2019, of all the startsonal care but also in health technology,
neur, she would have pitched the idea to
ups funded for the first
nutrition and hygiene. “The Davids of the
over 200 VCs over ten years but the comtime, 20 per cent had
world will see an opportunity and change
mon reply she got was ‘let me ask my wife.’
at least one woman
will start from there,” says Parameswaran
“The VC doesn't decide but it goes
founder. The figure
was 10 per cent in
of Fractal. Recognising the dearth of clean
back to the wife,” says Singh. It was then
2009
public toilets in India, Deep Bajaj started
that she decided to launch a womanFirst Step Digital in 2015 with PeeBuddy,
focused venture capital fund SheCapia device which helps women pee while
tal. “We want to be the cheerleaders for
standing. The company has a women hylarge-scale female-led companies in India.
giene brand, Sirona, which includes pregnancy kit, menstrual
I believe for women-focused start-ups, it is what the year
cup, chaffing cream and natural sanitary napkins. Other hy2008-2009 was for internet consumer start-ups. By 2012, they
giene product firms such as Sanfe and SheWee have also come
were the most cool thing. We will soon see clear winners in this
up with innovative products.
segment and I am excited,” she says.
Then there are start-ups catering to women’s nutrition
requirements. Start-ups such as OZiva and &me are trying to
@sonalkhetarpal7
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posh Act

Changing
Face Of Posh,
Virtually
As work from home tAkes centre stAge,
compAnies Are coming up with new norms
to Address virtuAl workplAce hArAssment, but lAck of physicAl heArings And
privAcy issues pose chAllenges
by rukmini rAo
illustrAtion by rAj vermA

ollowing the 2017 debacle of
Hollywood moghul Harvey Weinstein, social media hash tag movement #MeToo saw women across
the world share their stories of
sexual harassment at workplaces
and beyond. The result — global
CEOs, celebrities and politicians
were called out on social media platforms for their behaviour, and companies could no longer ignore the accusations.
Some of the biggest names in global businesses, including
Uber’s former CEO Travis Kalanick, former Google Senior
Vice President and Android Creator Andrew Rubin, former

F
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Intel CEO Brian Krzanich, former McDonald CEO Steve
Easterbrook, were fired due to allegations of sexual misconduct. In India, a past allegation of sexual harassment
surfaced against Flipkart Co-founder Binny Bansal. Though
Bansal denied any wrong doing, Walmart-owned Flipkart
asked him to leave on the basis on ‘personal misconduct’
in November 2018.
In 2013, India enacted the first legislation — Sexual
Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 (POSH Act) — specifically to protect women from sexual harassment.
In the same year, Criminal Law (Amendment) Act,
2013, popularly known as the Nirbhaya Act, was
also passed, criminalising offences such as sexual
harassment, stalking and voyeurism.
With record number of employees now working from home, the dynamics of sexual harassment
at workplace has gone beyond the confines of a
physical workstation to virtual harassment through
text messaging, memes, gifts, emails, video calls and so
on. For companies, the challenge lies in not just sensitising employees on appropriate virtual etiquette, but also in
the effective redressal of complaints, along with respecting
privacy and anonymity of the parties concerned.
Redrawing Rules
With changing work models and work from home (WFH)
becoming a long-term option, the applicability of POSH
policy is also witnessing a change in form. Sana Hakim,
Partner, POSH at Work, points out that ‘workplace’ has
always been a subjective term and even companies that
had work-from-home option considered home a kind of
workplace only. “With personal and professional spaces
now being intertwined, a lot of organisations are tweaking
policies and unequivocally defining it (work from home)
in their policies,” says Hakim. Also, the nature of sexual
harassment is now under greater scrutiny in the digital
space. Questions like at what hour of the day it is acceptable
to call or message colleagues; what an employee says on an
office call; how a person is dressed; whether the backdrop

POSH
CHANGES..
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Enhanced training for
employees on online
etiquette
No insistence on video
call if employee is not
comfortable
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HOW LEADING BSE
COMPANIES FARED
Reliance industRies,
right from 2015/16 to
date, has registered
zero complaints

Focus on the right time of the
day to call/message colleagues
Stricter code of conduct
during video calls – what an
employee says or wears for
example
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of a video call is sexually suggestive in
any way; or whether an employee is
insisting on video calls unnecessarily,
are some of the newer parameters that
comp anies are looking at while defining
the do’s and don’ts.
Ishani Roy, Founder of Bengalurubased Serein, which works with startups, venture capital firms and MNCs
on diversity and safety issues, says prolonged work-from-home situation has
resulted in rising frustration due to job
pressure, uncertainties, and the need to
balance family and household chores.
“These uncertainties are often leading to uncomfortable conversations
If a company is
between colleagues. These situations
seeing a rise in the
even translate into disparaging phone
calls from clients or late-night messagnumber of cases
Companies are reminding employes from colleagues who wish to speak
being filed, it also
about personal issues,” she adds. In the
ees that phones and emails are now an
means better
virtual world, there is a very thin line beintegral part of working, and everyone
awareness, and a
tween harassment and a light-hearted
has to be mindful of their behaviour
strong compliance
banter, the latter being largely attribwhile using them. Kanti Joshi, Lawyer
utable to the intention of the person.
and Founder, SASHA (Support Against
system and POSH
Both intention and motive have gained
Sexual Harassment), recalls a recent
mechanism”
greater significance than ever before for
instance in a company during a video
VISHal KEDIa
POSH policies in a post-Covid world.
call where objection was raised about
Founder, complykaro
With nearly 90 per cent of its ema team member wearing a T-shirt with
ployees working from home, the Indian
sexually coloured words on it. As online
IT & ITES sector stands out in the curetiquette catches up as part of prevenrent scenario. According to industry body NASSCOM, over
tive steps, “firms are using creative means as part of guide1.3 million women are working in the Indian IT-BPM induslines like citing more scenarios or examples that may occur
try, accounting for over 34 per cent of the overall workforce
on digital platforms to create awareness,” Joshi adds.
and 24 per cent of managerial roles. According to Ashok
However, conducting an inquiry online is turning out
Pamidi, CEO, NASSCOM Foundation, IT/ITES companies
to be a major challenge. Hakim points out that though inhave sensitised employees regarding online harassment,
vestigation procedures remain the same, virtual investi“Employees are being told to be conscious of simple things
gation has its own challenges such as employees facing
such as the kind of language they use and the appropriate
difficulty with privacy aspect of the investigation with
dress code for video calls,” he says.
other family members around, committee members not
being able to read the finer nuances of
behaviour of the people involved in the
case and so on. Apart from difficulties
in conducting inquiries, the inherent
Difficulty in conducting
appellate mechanism in India still reinquiry due to
mains a tough nut to crack. Archana
work from home
Tewary, Partner, J.Sagar Associates,
says according to the Act if an aggrieved
Difficulty for inquiry
woman is not satisfied with proceedcommittees in noticing
ings of an internal committee (IC), she
physical nuances in cases
can approach a government appellate
authority. However, “in most states

... AND
CHALLENGES
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the appellate authority is not specifically identified, or the aggrieved
person cannot easily find out what
the procedure for appeal is,” says
Tewary. And even if one initiates the
appeal process, following through it
can be daunting. “Half of the times,
when we explain the next possible
process and steps, it discourages
the aggrieved person from going
forward with the appeal,” she adds.

which includes external members,
at least half of whom should be
women. It also made it mandatory
for companies to disclose POSH
compliance as a part of their annual filings. Vishal Kedia, Trainer
and Founder of compliance advisory company Complykaro, says
though between 2013 and 2015 the
adoption of the POSH Act across
firms was low, the law played an
important role by penalising noncompliance.
The number of sexual harassment complaints received by the
Top five BSE companies by market
value shows a year-on-year increase
of 8.6 per cent between 2018/19 and
2019/20. While HDFC Bank saw a
108 per cent rise, Hindustan Unilever saw a fall of 25 per cent. Infosys
again saw a 13 per cent dip and Tata
Consultancy Services 1 per cent in
the number of complaints filed.
Interestingly, Reliance Industries,
right from 2015/16 to date, registered zero complaints. “If a company is seeing a rise in the number
of cases being filed, it also indicates
better awareness and a strong compliance system and POSH mecha-

India Inc And Posh
Though not too many, India Inc has
had its fair share of tryst with sexual
harassment. In 2002, IT services
Companies are
major Infosys saw the company’s
using creative
then global sales head, Phaneesh
Murthy, abruptly resigning to fight
means as part of
a lawsuit filed against him in the
norms like citing
US. A former employee of the commore scenarios or
pany Rekha Maxmovitch had filed
examples that may
the suit against Phaneesh alleging
occur on digital
sexual harassment. Infosys later
settled the case with a $3-million
platforms to crepayout. At a press conference Nanate awareness”
dan Nilekani, the then CEO of the
kAntI joshI
company, explained that Infosys
Founder,
SASHA
was strengthening its processes
after the incident. Not too long after that, in 2004, another former
employee Jennifer Griffith filed a sexual harassment suit
nism,” says Kedia.
against Phaneesh, but this time Infosys refused to make any
The last two years have been different though. “Post
contribution to the settlement. In a statement, Co-founder
#MeToo it has become a different ball game because it is a
Narayana Murthy said, “I am glad that we stood by our obrisk to the reputation of the company, which was earlier not
taken seriously,” Kedia adds.
jective of not contributing to the settlement of this sexual
The onus is on the ICC to recommend a penalty comharassment case involving Phaneesh Murthy.”
Infosys’ disclosure stands out because even though the
mensurate with the violation, while exercising options such
Supreme Court passed the landmark judgment in Vishaka
as warning, monetary demotions, withholding of promovs State of Rajasthan case in 1993, drawing up guidelines
tions and termination, among other penalties. Richa Moand directing the Centre to enact laws to address workplace
hanty Rao, Employment Law Partner at Cyril Amarchand
sexual harassment in 1993, it was not until 2013 that the
Mangaldas, points out that while most ICC recommend
POSH Act came into existence.
penalties for sexual harassment as prescribed under the
The enactment of the POSH Act ushered in a new era of
POSH Act /or service rules, occasionally, depending on the
workplace dynamics, extending to both the organised and
level and importance of the perpetrator in the company,
unorganised sectors, including government, private and
organisations may have differing views on the manner of
public organisations, NGOs, vocational, educational, enterimplementation of the penalty, fearing business impact.
tainment, industrial, financial activities, educational instiPOSH, definitely, has miles to go.
tutes, sports institutions and stadiums. The Act mandates
setting up of an Internal Complaints Committee (ICC),
@rukminirao
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Digitising
Tata

She leaDS the group’S
Digital tranSformation
effortS to maKe it
future-proof
by nevin john

she is responsiBle
for helping group
companies find
new opportunities
in Business
56

PhOtOgraPh by rachit gOswami

A

Arthi SubrAmAniAn
has many similarities with
tata Group Chairperson K. Chandarasekan.
both are committed, aggressive and
known for attention to detail. both
are national institute of technology
graduates with interests in movie,
music, books and fitness. And both
cut their teeth in it sector behemoth
tata Consultancy Services (tCS). it is
an experience that Subramanian will
need to tap more and more as she leads
the group’s digital transformation to
make the businesses future-proof.
tata Sons has formed a company,
tata Digital, under a grand plan that
involves launching a “super app” for
food and grocery, fashion and lifestyle,
consumer durables, insurance/
financial services, healthcare and bill
payments, among others. Even legacy
companies such as tata Consumer
Products, tata Steel and tata
Chemicals are expanding their digital
footprint to reach customers. in 2017,
she was appointed chief digital officer
of tata Group.

AArThi
subrAmAniAn

Chief Digital
Officer, Tata Group

her transformational initiatives
at the 152-year-old group are evident.
“As CDO, she is responsible for
helping group companies in digital
transformation and finding new
opportunities in business,” says a
company insider.
At tCS, Subramanian was
Executive Director and Global head
of Delivery Excellence, Governance &
Compliance. She started as a graduate
trainee in 1989 and went on to become
an analyst, project manager and then
moved from account management
roles to senior executive roles.
Business Today 4 October 2020

WhY she
mATTers

Has been at the
forefront of
launching a super
app for all
consumer and
financial services

Leading
From Front
She iS Steering Diageo’S
tranSformation in the face
of multiple regulatory, other
challengeS
by ruKmini rao

"There is never a substitute
for being closely connected
to those connected to the
front line of the business.”
The statement by Abanti
Sankaranarayanan, head of
Corporate Affairs and Strategy
of Diageo India, is also the key
to her success in navigating
Diageo through the country’s
complex, fragmented and
non-harmonised regulatory
landscape, including taxation,

aBanti is the first
woman to co-chair
the international
wine & spirits
association of india
prohibition in some states and
hundreds of different statelevel regulations.
Dynamism is the key. In
March this year, Diageo India
repurposed its manufacturing
units to produce sanitisers.
The sanitisers were donated
to governments and health
workers. She also worked to
ensure that alcohol home
delivery was allowed in six
states during the national
lockdown, including big states

AbAnTi
sAnkArAnArAYAnAn

Chief Strategist
and Corporate Affairs
Officer, Diageo India

WhY she mATTers

PhOtOgraPh by rachit gOswami

Led initiatives to meet targets in spite of demand
slump after March and
re-working of plants to
make more sanitisers

such as Maharashtra and West
Bengal. Leading a crossfunctional team of 50-odd
people, Abanti believes there
is nothing like a well-oiled
and cohesive team. “You can
be a team of stars, it’s quite
different to be a star team, and
companies and businesses
need star teams,“ she says.
Abanti is the first woman to co
-chair the International Wines
& Spirits Association of India
which represents 80 per cent
of the premium and luxury
segment in India. Abanti,
who considers her husband,
Govind Sankaranarayanan, a
mentor, friend, a guide and
her sounding board, enjoys
cooking a range of cuisines in
her free time.
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All About Empathy
AnurAdhA rAzdAn’s brAnd of hr prActices
is About ensuring growth And impAct
by AjitA shAshidhAr

I

T’S bEEn juST over a year since
Anuradha Razdan, Executive Director (Human Resources), Hindustan
Unilever, took over her ‘dream
role’ at the country’s leading FMCG
company. There has seldom been a
dull moment for her. Within months
of her taking over, Unilever announced
the acquisition of GlaxoSmithKline
Consumer, its biggest ever (Unilever
paid `31,700 crore), with Razdan given
the colossal task of seamlessly integrating 4,000-odd GSK employees into the
workforce. “We had to make sure that
there was no loss of key talent and that

the coming together of HUL and GSK
makes us a better team. It was important
to preserve the strengths and make
people feel welcome,” says Razdan.
Razdan had joined the company
in 1999 as a management trainee and
has held positions not only in India but
also globally. The role she cherishes the
most is head of leadership development
and talent for HUL South Asia in 2011.
“HUL is known for leadership building
and talent and this role meant I could
leave a legacy.” It was during Razdan’s
tenure that HUL again became the most
preferred brand on business school

campuses. She was instrumental in
accelerating the company’s diversity
agenda when it hired 200-300 women
managers. She also played a key role
in institutionalising diversity-friendly
programmes such as ‘Career By Choice’
and ‘Return To Work’. “That’s where I
feel I left a deep impact on the organisation,” she says.
Razdan’s role as head of leadership
development also helped her formulate
her own brand of HR which she calls
‘Business in HR and HR in business’.
“Everything that we do in HR must bring
growth for the business, everything that
we do in HR must be owned by business
leaders,” she says.
Razdan has deepened her commitment to empathy during the pandemic.
“The pandemic has taught me to understand that everyone’s experience is not
the same as yours, so, as a leader, you
don’t have to dilute your performance
expectations, but you need to be more
empathetic.”

AnurAdhA
rAzdAn

Executive
Director, HR, HUL

WhY ShE
MATTErS

Made HUL popular
on B-school campuses, has been
driving the company’s leadership and
diversity agenda
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arm of Amazon Prime Video in the
past one year. While all of them
have struck a chord with Indian
consumers, what particularly
excites Purohit is the overwhelming
response they evoked in the
international market.
The shows produced by
Amazon Prime India are released
across 200 countries and Purohit
claims that every fifth viewer of

ApArnA pUroHIT

Head, Indian Originals,
Amazon Prime Video

WHY SHE MATTErS

Her strategy of telling
local stories has been a hit,
both in India and abroad;
Coming up: More originals

Desi Scripts,
Global Hits
Good stories are for everyone —
aparna purohit is provinG just that
by ajita shashidhar

A

T THE DUBAI airport
lounge days before the
lockdown, an Italian lady
walked up to Aparna
Purohit, enquiring about the
stickers of various Amazon shows
on the latter’s laptop. “She asked
me where I got the stickers from.
When she got to know I was from
Amazon Prime Video, we spent the
next few hours discussing about
Made In Heaven’s lead character,
60

Tara,” says Purohit, Head of Indian
Originals, Amazon Prime Video.
And it was not a one-off case.
Purohit has had long discourses
with people about her shows in
airport lounges across the world.
From Family Man, Paatal Lok,
Panchayat and Bandish Bandits to
Breathe: Into the Shadows, Four
More Shots and Made In Heaven,
there has been a steady roll out
of original shows from the Indian
Business Today 4 October 2020

Made In Heaven was from outside
India. Even a show like Paatal
Lok, which has a distinctly local
flavor, has done well overseas.
“Our strategy across the world is
to provide a platform for diverse
authentic voices and keep the
local customer at the centre of all
decisions. I truly believe that the
more local and more entrenched
the story is in our soil, the more
universal it becomes. A story like
Paatal Lok, which is so nuanced
and specific, has been received so
well internationally.” She believes
people across the world relate to
strong characters and emotions,
irrespective of geography. “When
we watch an international show
we connect to it if the characters
connect with us.”
Apart from Hindi originals,
Amazon Prime Video is now
focusing on creating content in
regional languages such as Tamil
and Telegu. “Comicstan Tamil
will be our first piece of regional
content... It will also have a global
release," says Purohit.

The Digital
Change Maker

The MoST
powerful woMen

in buSineSS

Technology
for the
Masses

haS tranSformed ciSco'S india
offeringS, worKed with StateS
on digitiSing ServiceS

By rUKmini rao

“W

hat limits
you is between
your ears.” a piece of advice
that Daisy Chittilapilly received from a mentor a few
years ago woke her up to the
importance of realising her
career path. Daisy has been
leading Cisco india and
saaRC’s Digital transformation Division for two
years now. she has performed several important
roles during her 16 years at
Cisco such as leading Cisco
india & saaRC Partner
Organization (90 per
cent-plus business of Cisco
india & saaRC is executed
by partners) where she
expanded partnerships and
focused on cybersecurity,
data centre and bringing
new partners. her initiatives contribute over 20

per cent to Cisco india’s
revenues.
Daisy has also been at
the forefront of driving digital transformation in several states. her team, along
with teslon technologies,
developed an iCU cart for
primary Covid-19 treatment centres in Karnataka
to enable remote monitoring of isolation wards.
Daisy, an avid reader,
traveller and movie buff,
says as a woman leader she
“never had a problem finding courage to speak up and
having my voice heard”. at
board meetings or client
meetings, she focused on issues and being objective in
arguments. “Bringing facts
and data to support the
argument, that’s the way to
get heard,” she says.

She iS prepping the it
indUStry to face
fUtUre challengeS
By focUSing on ai
and re-SKilling
By nidhi Singal

DeBjani
Ghosh

President,
NASSCOM

Why she
Matters

Worked towards
business continuity, minimal disruption, safeguarding
employees during
pandemic

Daisy
Chittilapilly

Managing Director,
Digital Transformation
Office, Cisco India,
SAARC

Why she Matters
She has led most key
initiatives at Cisco
India over past few
years
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DeBjani Ghosh has many
firsts to her credit. She was
the first woman to lead Intel
India. She is also the first
woman president of IT industry
body NASSCOM where
she is setting the industry’s
agenda for the coming
decades by emphasising
talent development, re-skilling
and building an innovation
culture. “My mantra in life is
to keep learning, and I view
every challenge as a new
opportunity to grow and
learn,” she says. She is leading
Nasscom’s initiatives to
collaborate with governments
across the world to open new
opportunities for the Indian IT
industry.
Ghosh has always
advocated the importance
of Artificial Intelligence.
She has been counselling
governments and meeting
industry representatives to
enable a culture of co-creation
and develop a flourishing
ecosystem for the IT/ITeS
sector to grow. “My mission as
NASSCOM President has been
to democratise technology,”
she says.

GarGi
Banerjee
DasGupta

Director, IBM
Research India and
Chief Technology
Officer, IBM India/
South Asia

Why she
Matters

She has 17 IBM
patents to her
credit and 36
patent filings

Quintessential techie
She iS the firSt woman to head iBm
reSearch and iS driving itS ai initiativeS
By rUKmini rao

GarGi DasGupta’s
technical abilities stood
out even as a child.
She remembers how at
school she was attracted
towards analytical
problems such as
solving the Rubik cube
and magic square. “My
father and I would spend
weekends addressing the
harder problems that my
sisters, five and seven
years older, would be
solving. I recognised that
I always had the knack of
questioning and problem
solving. STEM career was
natural for me,” she says.
The chosen career
path took her places,

making her the first
woman to head IBM
Research India. As Chief
Technology Officer
and Director of IBM
Research India, Gargi
is in charge of setting
and executing the
technical agenda of IBM
Research and developing
the company’s overall
technical vision and
strategy by working
closely with all business
units in India and
South Asia to drive
local innovations. She
has been driving the
company’s leadership
in artificial intelligence
(AI) and helping

clients move to Cloud.
She has personally
contributed nearly
10 years of research
in AI Operations,
including creation of
Watson AIOps, which

She haS
perSonally
conTribuTed
nearly 10
yearS of
reSearch in
ai operaTionS

4 October 2020 Business Today

uses AI to automate
how enterprises detect,
diagnose and respond
to IT anomalies. Gargi
has 17 IBM patents to
her credit and 36 patent
filings. She has authored
50-plus papers, 12 in
the last fiscal, and has
to her credit 1,600-plus
citations.
Gargi says her drive
to excel comes from not
being afraid to put her
career first and going
after what she wants.
As a leader, she says,
“open criticism is
the only way highperforming teams can go
forward."
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AI
Diagnostics
her low-cosT cancer
screening Tool has caughT
global aTTenTion

G

eetha
Manjunath’s
entrepreneurship career was triggered
by an unfortunate event
in her family. For 25
years, until 2016, she was
heading data analytics
research in Xerox India
and as Principal Research
scientist at hewlett
Packard Laboratories.
she was also a member
of the C-DaC team that
built India’s first commercial supercomputer.
a PhD in Computer
science from Indian
Institute of science and
management degree
holder from Kellogg’s
school of Management
in Chicago, Manjunath
was devastated when
she lost her 42-year-old
cousin to breast cancer
in 2016. “I realised that
accurate cancer screening with technology at
an early stage can save so
many lives.” she founded
niramai, which soon developed ‘thermalytix’, a
computer-aided diagnostic engine powered by Big
Data analytics, artificial
64

Intelligence and machine
learning for early breast
cancer screening. a
high-resolution thermal
sensing device and a
Cloud-hosted analytics
solution developed by the
55-member team of niramai can now accurately
analyse thermal images in
10-15 minutes and detect
cell malignancy. It can be
operated by any clinician.
unlike mammography,
niramai’s method is radiation free, non-touch,
and works for women of
all ages. a mammography
machine costs `80 lakh
geetha
manjunath

Co-Founder and
CEO, Niramai
Health Analytix

Why She
matteRS

She is looking for
innovations based
on thermal sensing
devices for mass
screening of people

PhOtOgraPh by SandeSh ravikumar

by p.b. jayakumar

to `1 crore while the new
innovation costs `7 lakh
and has cut screening
cost by a third. niramai
has taken nine global patents for the innovation
that is being evaluated
by authorities for launch
in europe and the us.
they have screened over
32,000 women so far.
the device has been
installed in 30-35 corporate houses and public

Business Today 4 October 2020

places. Many orders are
in the pipeline. “I had the
most cherishing moment
of my life when an officebearer of the Karnataka
Cancer society called up
and said ‘Geetha, what
you have done?’, women
have queued up here for
breast cancer detection,
which never happened
before’. that was the
moment of my life,” says
Manjunath.

Riding the
apple Cart
The former hoTsTar execuTive will look
for a bigger share of The pie in india

teChnology giant apple now has Columbia
and Harvard graduate Ipsita Dasgupta to fast-track
the company’s streaming and app businesses in
India, comprising the App Store, Apple Music, iTunes,
iCloud and the recently launched Apple TV+ service.
With all over-the-top (OTT) platforms now focusing
on original content, Das will also spearhead Apple
Originals content in India.
With an experience of over four years at Hotstar
International as the President of Strategy and New
Ventures and Sports League, Dasgupta took over
as the Country Manager of Apple Services in India
in June this year. With hardware sales, especially
the iPhone, plateauing globally for Apple in the last
couple of years, the Cupertino-based technology
giant has now shifted focus on the services business.
Dasgupta, who hails from Kolkata, is known
to speak six languages, and has lived in various
countries. With a double major in economics and
mathematics from the Columbia University and an
MBA from Harvard Business School, Dasgupta has
over 23 years of work experience. She has worked
with IBM as Associate Partner, Managing Director of
Cisco Services and Chief Commercial Officer of GE
before joining Hotstar.

PhOtOgraPh by rachit gOSwami

by nidhi singal

ipSita DaSgupta

Country Manager, Apple Services in India

Why She matteRS

App business, streaming venture, Apple
Originals — she is tasked with increasing the company's footprint in India

Poor Women’s Bank
iT offers an inTegraTed model of savings,
crediT, insurance, pension & financial liTeracy
by anand adhikari

jayShRee VyaS

Managing Director, Shree Mahila
Sewa Sahakari Bank

Why She matteRS

Trained more than 5,000 women under a
financial literacy programme in the last
15 months

at a time when bigger
financial services players are
para-trooping into unbanked
geographies to give loans, the
four-and-a-half-decade-old Shree
Mahila Sewa Sahakari Bank is
expanding its portfolio to change
the lives of poor illiterate women.
“More than credit, the poor
people need savings, insurance,
pension, housing and financial
literacy,” says Jayshree Vyas,
Managing Director of the Gujaratbased urban cooperative bank.
Vyas should know, having
spent more than three decades
nurturing the institution that is
focussed on the bottom of the
pyramid and building a deposit
book of `300 crore and a credit
portfolio of `200 crore. The

4 October 2020 Business Today

bank's client portfolio is spread
out among 1.5 lakh borrowers
and 6 lakh depositors. Vyas, a
chartered accountant, is proud
of the fact that the bank has now
graduated to ‘virtual training’ and
‘digital financial literacy’.‘
“We have digitised all our
modules. We taught them via
mobile. We have trained over
5,000 women. Now we can reach
out to more women,” says Vyas.
When the lockdown hit
customers, the bank offered
moratorium on loans, extra credit
and drawing on deposits.
The bank’s source of funds
is largely savings and fixed
deposits. “Our lending is very
short term... The cash flow is very
high,” says Vyas.
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Balancing Act
tHe cHampion of Human
rigHts is also an expert
on commercial litigation

K

aruna nundy is known more for her
work in the field of constitutional law
and human rights, having played a key
role in drafting the anti-rape bill after the
2012 delhi gangrape case, getting the Section 66a of
IT act struck down by the Supreme Court in 2015,
and winning a compensation case in favour of the
differently-abled Jeeja Ghosh, who was offloaded
from a SpiceJet flight.
She had also represented the Bhopal Gas survivors in the Supreme Court, and got them better
healthcare systems. She also won the case where
the SC ordered closure of the water outlets of the
toxic waste dump of union Carbide.
However, nundy is also an accomplished commercial litigation and arbitration lawyer. “From the

PhOtOgraPh by Vikram Sharma

by dipaK mondal

A Role Model
tHe rare woman leader in
tHe automobile sector Has
Helped tHe company raise
funds and taKen it global
by K.t.p radHiKa

LakshMi Venu

Joint MD and Whole
Time Director,
Sundaram Clayton

The auToMoBiLe indusTRY has
few women calling the shots. But those
who are – such as Harshbeena Zaveri,
Managing Director and President of
NRB Bearings and Lakshmi Venu, Joint
Managing Director of auto component
manufacturer Sundaram Clayton
since 2014 – have delivered stand-out
performance in a sector that has been
under tremendous pressure over the
years. For example, Sundaram Clayton’s
consolidated revenues have trebled in
66

WhY she
MaTTeRs

Sundaram Clayton
has tripled
revenues under
her in last 10 years
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kaRuna nundY

Advocate, Supreme Court of India

WhY she MaTTeRs

With over 20 years of experience, she has
represented large companies in commercial litigation cases

beginning of my career, there were two streams I
wanted to explore — one was constitutional and
human rights and the other was commercial law,”
she says.
an Economics graduate from St Stephens,
she went to the law school in Cambridge and did
her LLM from Columbia university.
“Even though I was a human rights fellow in
Columbia, I also did transnational litigation and
arbitration with George Berman (an american
lawyer and professor of law at Columbia university) and worked with a number of other experts.
Since then I have done commercial litigation and
arbitration, and now it’s been 20 years,” she adds.
She fondly talks of “a big case about shrimp
feed,” where she learnt everything that was there
to know about shrimp feeds for the company.
“Others were saying that shrimps are not fattening and we were saying caveat emptor and all. We
won that case.”
nundy recently represented Paytm against
telecom companies in a case that seeks to protect
its customers from phishing.

a healthy Bet
Has invested in a Host of startups tHat
Have acHieved decent scale
by K.t.p radHiKa
Meena Ganesh has
a word of advice for
budding entrepreneurs.
“Entrepreneurs who are
just starting out should ask
themselves – is the product
or solution that I wish to
launch a ‘must-have’ or is
it something that will be
‘good to have’.” Businesses
that have the potential to
differentiate themselves
from others, address a larger
need and are based on
technology have a higher
chance of success, she says.
This has also been the
key to her entrepreneurship
success. The CEO and
Managing Director of
Portea Medical, which

Meena
Ganesh

Co-Founder and
Chief Executive
Officer, Portea
Medical

WhY she
MaTTeRs

provides home healthcare
services, has founded
and co-promoted quite
a few disruptive startups, including BigBasket,
Tutor Vista, Bluestone,
Growthstory, Tesco
Hindustan Service
Center, Avagmah and
CustomerAsset. She
co-founded Portea in
2013 with her husband K.
Ganesh after spending
decades in Microsoft
India, Pricewaterhouse
Coopers and launching
online tutoring company
TutorVista, sold to Pearson
for $213 million. Today,
Portea has over 4,500
employees and provides
medical services at home,
right from physiotherapy
and nursing to care for
chronic diseases and elderly.
The firm has presence in 16
cities in India and completed
over 2.5 million home visits.
During Covid-19, Portea
launched protection solution
Portea Covid Armour
that included setting up
isolation rooms in common
locations like apartments or
clubhouses.

Portea’s Covid
package has been
a hit with people

PhOtOgraPh by reuben Singh

the last 10 years under Lakshmi Venu’s
leadership.
Venu had started working for Sundaram
Clayton in 2003 and has spearheaded
various key initiatives. She has been
instrumental in developing global strategies
and long-term strategic plans and
attracting funding for strategic projects,
including internationalisation, R&D and
product design.
With strong commitment towards
gender quality, one of Venu’s focus is
adaptability and innovation which, she says,
are the two strengths needed in today’s
business. She also occupies the position
of Deputy Director and Deputy MD of TAFE
Motors and Tractors. She is also on board
of seven other companies, including TVS
Motor Company and Wabco Ltd.
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Monika
shergill

Vice President,
Content, Netflix India

success
stories

WhY she
MaTTers

She has upped the
ante in the streaming
war with more Netflix
originals in India — 10
in the last one year

The sTory-Teller is aiding
neTflix's india conquesT
by ajiTa shashidhar

Monika shergill
always wanted to tell
stories. Whether it’s
linear television where
she worked for over a
decade, or in her current
role as Vice President
(Content) Netflix, her
bag has been full of rare
tales. In fact, Netflix, says
Shergill, has exposed

her to all kinds of storytelling — From movies
to long-format shows
and documentaries. Her
little over a year stint with
the streaming platform
has been like spending
many years in another
organisation. “Streaming
has dramatically changed
my life as a story-teller,”

she says. "Streaming
allows you to write longformat stories in a very
intense manner across
eight parts, which in a
linear format would be
dispensed over months."
Netflix India has had a
great run in the past year
with releases such as
Masaba, Jamtaara, Guilty,

Raat Akeli Hai and Bulbul.
The platform, says
Shergill, has always
believed in original
direct-to-digital films.
“We were and we are
making our own slate of
original films.” Out of the
22 Indian originals, Netflix
has released 10 in the last
one year.

The Right Dosage
nandini Piramal has Taken The grouP’s
Pharma business from `127 cr To `418 cr
PhOtOgraPh by mandar deOdhar

by P.b. jayakumar
iT is no seCreT that Nandini
Piramal, Executive Director
of Piramal Enterprises, was
instrumental in Piramal Healthcare’s
sale of branded generic-medicine
business to Abbott Laboratories,
for a record $3.72 billion in 2010. A
decade later, recently in June, she
played a similar role when PE firm
Carlyle picked up 20 per cent stake
in Piramal’s pharma business for
$490 million, according to sources.
For the 10,000-plus people
employed by the Piramal group,
Nandini heads the Human
Resources and IT functions, and the

nandini PiraMal

Executive Director, Piramal Enterprises

WhY she MaTTers

She played a key role in the PiramalAbbott deal, as well as in the recent
Piramal-Carlyle deal
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Quality and Risk functions for the
Pharma business, besides directly
heading the over-the-counter (OTC)
or consumer health business.
In 2011, Ajay Piramal entrusted
Nandini with the OTC business,
which included six brands with
revenues of `127 crore. “We ensured
a nationwide distribution network,
identified potential legacy brands
and built on them,” says Nandini.
That business has grown to `418
crore in FY20, a 25 per cent increase
over the previous year, with 20-plus
brands. Most of its brands, including
Saridon, Lacto Calamine, I-Pill,
Supradyn, Polycrol and Tetmosol,
are ranked No.1 or No.2 in their
markets and product categories.
“We relaunched new-born baby care
brand Little’s last year and it is doing
very well,” she says.
The division has launched
a range of health and hygiene
products, ranging from sanitisers
to wipes and masks. “Even after
Covid-19, these products will be
there… Sales will migrate online, as
we are witnessing now,” she adds.

Matter
Of Mind

neerja birla's work on menTal
healTh is more criTical during
covid Times Than ever before

by ajiTa shashidhar

O

ver 42.5 per cent
of employees
in the private
sector suffer from various
forms of mental health
issues, including anxiety or
depression, but ironically,
not many are willing to ac-

neerja Birla

Chairperson, MPower

WhY she
MaTTers

She has set up a
mental health helpline post Covid,
launched e-clinic services in small towns

knowledge it. And it strikes
irrespective of gender. In
fact, over 65 per cent of
the callers on the Covid-19
mental health helpline, set
up by Mpower in partnership with the Brihan Mumbai Municipal Corporation,
were men, says Neerja Birla,
Founder and Chairperson,
Mpower. “even men have
their share of issues, but
there is so much stereotypism that they don’t want
to express. An anonymous
helpline helped them to
express themselves freely.”
“Initially, there was
a lot of panic around the
pandemic and people called
to get advice on how to deal

with it. Many were worried
about their jobs. Loneliness
was a huge issue too,” she
adds. During the lockdown,
the company also launched
e-clinic services in smaller
towns and cities, including
Nagpur, Aurangabad, Nashik and Kolhapur, where it
is partnering with general
practitioners and psychiatrists. The mental health
foundation under Birla’s
leadership has also tried to
help families of Mumbai
Police and BMC workers
during the lockdown. “Our
team made more than
5,000 calls to their families.
MPower has really grown
in terms of the number of
people we have reached out
to though our helpline and
outreach programmes.”
Birla is particularly excited about the new mental
health curriculum, Mind
Matters, which Mpower has
created for schools. “We
need to prepare our kids not
just for the best universities, we need to give them
skills to deal with life too.”
Her organisation has tied
up with 20 schools.
“We are training teachers for this programme.
There aren’t many counsellors, therefore, we are
training teachers so that
they are able to give the red
flag the moment they notice
any sign of depression or
anxiety in a child,” she
explains.

PhOtOgraPh by rachit gOswami
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NiTa ambaNi

Founder and
Chairperson,
Reliance
Foundation

SERVING
THE NEEDY
Rel foundation has
been at the foRefRont
of Relief woRks

WhY She
maTTerS

The foundation
works in the areas
of healthcare and
education, among
others. It spent
`909 cr on CSR
initiatives in FY20

by nevin john

The covid-19 ouTbreak has made
Nita Ambani’s life more hectic. She
takes stock of its socio-economic
impact almost every day and designs
the plan with her team at Reliance
Foundation to reach the most
affected — labourers, unemployed
and the homeless poor — with
medical, financial and food support.
The foundation works in the areas of
healthcare and education, among
others. It spent `909 crore on CSR
initiatives in 2019/20. Of this, `519
crore was spent on disaster relief and
`254 crore on education. Ambani
also monitors the operations of the
foundation’s hospitals on a day-to-day
basis.
Under Mission Anna Seva, Reliance
Foundation recently distributed 5.5
crore meals across 80 districts to the
marginalised and under-resourced
communities during the lockdown.
Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL) donated
`556 crore to various relief funds,
including the PM-CARES Fund. In
collaboration with the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC), the
foundation set up a 250-bed hospital
for Covid patients in just two weeks.
Last, year, the foundation carried
out a massive PET bottle collection
drive, Recycle4Life, which collected
78 tonnes of plastic waste across the
group’s various sites all over India.
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The Techie Who
Takes Risks
intel’s nivRuti Rai has acceleRated
tech advancements in aReas like ai,
cloud, 5G, blockchain
by nidhi sinGal

S

he haS alwayS been a risk-taker. her mantra:
“In failures, we learn; in successes we earn.” This
has helped Nivruti Rai, Country head, Intel India, and Vice President, Data Platforms Group,
Intel Corp, in her over 27-year stint in the company — the
first 13 years as a technologist and the latter 14 as a management leader.
Intel India is the company’s largest design centre
outside the US with engineering sites in Bengaluru and
hyderabad. It has invested over $6 billion in India.
Rai has led the expansion of Intel’s innovation and
design footprint in India, including growing the company’s
presence in Bengaluru, launching a state-of-the-art design
Business Today 4 October 2020

responsible
marketer

NivruTi rai

Country Head, Intel
India, and Vice
President, Data
Centre Group, Intel
Corporation

naiR has led hul's `100 cRoRe fiGht
aGainst the pandemic
by ajita shashidhaR

WhY She
maTTerS

Intel India is the company’s largest design
centre outside the
US, with over $6 billion in investments

Though PriYa Nair,
Executive Director (Personal
Care), Hindustan Unilever,
started her career with
the organisation decades
ago, the last few months
have been by far the most
exciting and challenging. As
head of the Personal Care
Division, which has iconic
hygiene and health care
brands such as Lifebuoy,
Nair has led the company’s
`100 crore efforts to
fight the pandemic. From
stepping up production of
much-needed soaps and
sanitisers to accelerating
the innovation pipeline
for hygiene-relevant
launches such as Lifebuoy
Disinfectant Spray, the
pandemic has kept Nair
on her toes. “Having the
country’s biggest hygiene
brand, Lifebuoy, was not
just an opportunity, it was
also our responsibility to
make our products available
across the country,” says

RaI HaS alSo BEEN
INSTRumENTal IN
GRowING TEcHNIcal
aND BuSINESS lEaDERS
wITHIN THE fIRm

PriYa Nair

Executive
Director, Beauty
and Personal
Care, HUL

WhY She
maTTerS

She is responsible
for some of the
biggest brands in
the personal
hygiene space

PhOtOgraPh by mandar deOdhar

centre in hyderabad, focussing on
next-gen computing and communications technology, and strengthening collaborations with the government, industry, and academia. The
two centres contribute to critical
global products and technologies
across next-generation system on
chips (SoCs), graphics, IPs, hardware
platforms and software to fuel Intel’s
growth. “I strive to help the ecosystem accelerate technology advancement in areas such as aI, Cloud infrastructure, 5G, blockchain etc. These
entail finding solutions that benefit
the entire ecosystem,” she says.
The company's incubation programme, Intel India Maker lab, has
supported over 70 startups, which
have over 40 products in the market.
Rai has also been instrumental in
growing technical and business leaders within the organisation. Under
her leadership, Intel India is working
with the Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research (CSIR) and the
International Institute of Information Technology, hyderabad (IIITh), leveraging Intel client and server
solutions to help achieve faster and
less expensive Covid-19 testing and
coronavirus genome sequencing to
understand the epidemiology and aIbased risk stratification for patients
with comorbidities.

Nair. Apart from helping
municipal corporations
across the country in their
fight against the virus and
setting up isolation centres,
HUL has also donated over
two crore Lifebuoy soaps to
the underprivileged sections
of the society.
Nair, through the
pandemic, has been telling
her team to keep learning
and enjoy what they are
doing. “Navigating choppy
waters is what all managers
need to learn. I tell my team
to do all of that but have fun
too. When times are tough,
one should stay calm and
light.”
Nair’s team has the
perfect 50:50 gender
balance and she wants
to use it to understand
consumers better and give
them what they need.
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winner All the way
REkha M.
MEnon

Chairperson and
Senior Managing
Director, Accenture
India

WhY ShE
MaTTERS

She added 80 startups to Accenture's
Indian and
global client list in
FY20 alone

In Business
Of Food
TCPL's growTh as FMCg gianT
wiLL dePend a LoT on riCha
arora and her TeaM

by nevin john

T

he merger of the food business of Tata
Chemicals with Tata global Beverages, which
was renamed Tata Consumer Products Ltd, was a
crucial step towards building a FmCg company within the
salt-to-software conglomerate. TCPL’s emergence as the
fast-moving consumer goods (FmCg) giant will depend
on the performance in the food category, and a lot on the
performance of richa Arora and her team. Arora is President, Packaged Foods, India, TCPL, and drives its growth
strategy and outcomes, including innovations for the
packaged foods category in India. It was the expectation
from her team that laid the foundation of TCPL, which
already has Tata Salt and Tata Sampann spices, pulses and
snacks. Arora has a challenging job in front of her. But she is
confident. “It is difficult to achieve new or significant milestones when you are working on one of the most trusted
brands in the country. That moment came in my life when
72

she heLPs aCCenTure
nurTure sTarTuPs, and has
given iT a new edge
by suManT banerji
EVERYonE WanTS To incREaSE
the topline and bottomline of a
business, but very few can find growth
opportunities in different facets of
an organisation. Accenture India
Chairperson and Senior Managing
Director Rekha Menon is one of them.
In just six years, Accenture Ventures
has become one of the country’s most
scaled corporate innovation teams.

It added more than 80 startups to its
Indian and global client list in 2019/20
alone. “We are known as an innovator
and a disruptor. Over the last year, we
have continued to drive innovative
solutions for clients and contributed to
an increased number of global patents
(more than 380 last year with at least
one from India) while growing our
network of startups in India through
Accenture Ventures,” she says.
As a former entrepreneur who has
had a successful career in the corporate
world, helping startups grow is very
close to Menon’s heart.
“The biggest turning point in my
career was when I moved from being an
entrepreneur into the corporate world.
I had a steep learning curve. I had to
find my feet by picking up a new set of
skills,” she adds.

Making a Mark
at The Top
roshni nadar MaLhoTra's eFForTs in The FieLd
oF eduCaTion, wiLdLiFe deFine her The besT
by nidhi singaL

RoShni
nadaR
MalhoTRa

CEO, HCL
Corporation;
Chairperson, HCL
Technologies

WhY ShE
MaTTERS

The only woman
chairperson in a
leading Indian IT
services firm

Richa aRoRa

President, Packaged Foods,
India, Tata Consumer Products

WhY ShE MaTTERS

She drives growth strategy and
outcomes, including
innovations for the packaged
food business

I led the team to the magical milestone,
of a billion packs of Tata Salt sold in one
financial year,” she says. To her, power
means “the ability to make meaningful
change in things that matter most.” Arora,
who joined the foods business of Tata
Chemicals in 2014, advises youngsters to
travel as much as possible and then put
the full power of mind and every ounce of
energy to succeed. Photography is her passion. “There is always a photograph waiting to be found in places where you least
expect,” she says. In her previous role,
she had set up Five by Six Consulting — a
boutique strategic marketing consulting
firm, advising companies such as mcCain
Foods, Britannia and Wipro (Consumer).
She also worked as head of marketing and
innovation at Britannia.

RoShni nadaR became
the first woman chairperson
of a leading IT services
company, when the
$9.9-billion HCL Corporation
appointed her as the CEO
and Executive Director
in July. In her new role as
non-executive chairperson,
she will spearhead strategic
guidance for the group,
but will not be involved in
operations. She is also the
Chairperson of the Board
of HCL Technologies and
the Chairperson of its CSR
committee.
Her efforts in the field

in her new role,
she will
speArheAd strAtegic guidAnce
for the group

of education and wildlife
define her the best. In her
role as the trustee of the
Shiv Nadar Foundation,
Roshni has been nurturing
young leaders through
education. Under her
leadership at VidyaGyan,
the leadership academy
for the economically
underprivileged,
meritorious, rural students
of Uttar Pradesh, Roshni
has helped foster future
leaders, who can act as
change agents for their
communities, villages and
the nation at large. The
Habitats Trust established
by Roshni a couple of years
ago is working towards
protecting India’s natural
habitat and indigenous
species.
She grew up in New
Delhi and has a master’s
in Business Administration
from Kellogg.
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samina
hamied

Executive Vice
Chairperson, Cipla

Why she
matters

She is readying
the largest portfolio of medicines
to treat Covid-19
patients

New Dress
Code
She haS turned around
pantaloonS faShion, after
Six yearS of Stagnation
by nevin john

Medicine For Masses
She iS building on cipla’S
decadeS-old legacy, while
making it future fit
by joe c. mathew

these are busy days for Samina Hamied,
Executive Vice Chairperson, Cipla Ltd. Her
company has been readying the largest portfolio
of medicines to treat Covid-19 patients. As a thirdgeneration member of the founding family of
India's leading pharmaceutical company, Hamied
has proven that Cipla's response to Covid-19
reflects the company's DNA: putting patients first,
caring for life.
The company has been always at the forefront
of responding to health crises globally, be it HIV/
AIDS, Bird Flu or Swine Flu. In fact, it was Y.K.
Hamied, Non-Executive Chairman (and Samina
Hamied's uncle), who changed the global
paradigm of AIDS treatment by announcing a
triple anti-retroviral therapy at less than $1 a day
in Africa in 2001. "Today, yet again, Cipla has
stepped forward to combat Covid-19 on all fronts
through our largest portfolio of Covid offerings
and our access-enabling efforts for treatment
of Covid-19. We have set-up a ‘Caring for Life’
Covid-19 dedicated fund to support patients,
augment the healthcare ecosystem and sustain
communities,” says Hamied. "We have also made
good progress with our ‘One India’ approach
for achieving greater synergies among our
businesses in India.”
The company’s US focus has been primarily
driven by Hamied. Her next agenda is transition
in the mindset of the company — from illness to
wellness. "We took major steps towards growing
Cipla Health (a business division) into a holistic
wellness player,” she adds.
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PhOtOgraPhs by rachit gOswami

the banker For
all seasons

A

fter Acquiring Pantaloons from
future group in 2012, Aditya Birla
fashion retail Ltd was struggling to
turn around the fashion retailer in the face
of stiff competition from cash-rich online
platforms and offline retailers. the choice of
Sangeeta Pendurkar, who was earlier Managing Director of Kellogg india, for the role of
ceO was a well thought out plan to revive the
business. She had a career spanning across
five companies in four different sectors —
from pharma to packaged foods to banking —
before joining Pantaloons in December 2017.
Pendurkar came up with a revival strategy
within six months
of joining. She
introduced new
portfolios, includsangeeta
ing women’s
Pendurkar
Chief Executive
ethnic wear, and
Officer, Pantaloons
acquired the JayFashion, Aditya
pore brand.
Birla Fashion and
the new stratRetail Ltd
egy helped the
fashion retailer
Why she
register organic
matters
growth after six
The company regyears of stagnaistered 6 per cent
tion, despite the
like-to-like growth
in FY20, from
slowdown in the
negative growth
consumer market
in FY18
in the last couple
of years. it went
up from a negative like-to-like growth (a measure of growth
in sales) in 2017/18 to 1.4 per cent growth in
2018/19, and 6 per cent in 2019/20.
Leadership is all about accepting differences with humility, finding a common
ground and resolving conflicts objectively
and with respect, says Pendurkar, who leads a
team of 8,000 people.
“the ceO should encourage a culture
of openness and experimentation, so that
employees will be confident enough to voice
their opinions and collectively building on
each other’s ideas,” she adds.
Pantaloons’ profitability has doubled in
last three years. the operating rOce (return
on capital employed) has moved from negative to more than 15 per cent.
She is also an independent director on the
board of Vistara Airlines, a joint venture between Singapore Airlines and tata group.

Shanti ekambaram headS a conSumer
banking portfolio of `80,000 crore
by anand adhikari

shanti ekambaram
has been keeping a busy
schedule ever since
coronavirus hit India.
As Group President,
Consumer Banking,
Kotak Mahindra Bank,
she managed to keep
95 per cent of branches
open during lockdown.
In between, she was also
guiding her NGO for

investments, retail
lending and transactions.
"We have a strategy to
build the portfolio brick
by brick. The areas of
growth are secured retail,
especially home loan, loan
against property (LAP)
for business banking,
working capital etc,” she
says. Home loan and LAP
constitute about 22 per

shanti
ekambaram

autistic kids to move to
Zoom classes, besides
sticking to her thrice
a week fitness training
regime. “The last six
months have taught us
how to change mindsets
and behaviours, whether
it was our employees
or our customers,” says
Ekambaram. The bank
also had the first-mover
advantage when it
launched fully digital,
zero-contact savings and
deposit accounts during
the lockdown. "Our focus
is digital in acquiring,
engaging, transacting and
servicing our customers.”
She is managing a
portfolio of over `80,000
crore with a focus on
savings, protection,

Group President,
Consumer Banking,
Kotak Mahindra
Bank

Why she
matters

Managed highest
CASA ratio of 56.7
per cent, one of the
lowest cost of capital in the industry

cent of the bank’s book,
and offer a huge runway
for growth. Under her
leadership, the bank has
managed to secure the
highest CASA ratio of 56.7
per cent. “Our cost of
fund is one of the lowest
in the industry,” says
Ekambaram.
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Burger
Queen
Mccafes, belgian waffles,
Masala dosa burger also on
the Menu... foodies are lovin’ it
by suMant banerji

A

VISIT to
McDee's was
always about
burgers and
French fries. But things
changed when Hardcastle
Restaurants Pvt Ltd, the
franchise partner of the
Big Mac in western and
southern India, added
to its menu to include
breakfast items and the
McCafe, among a host of
other things. “The coffee
drinker was a client who
wasn’t coming to us. Now
he/she does,” says Smita
Jatia, Managing Director,
Hardcastle Restaurants.
“The consumer is changing everyday and the menu
should reflect that.”
There are currently
around 223 McCafes in
India, with 33 added last
year. New breakfast menus
including Belgian waffles
and masala dosa burger
with whole wheat bun have
also proved to be successful. Another big area of
76

growth has been home
delivery, where sales have
more than doubled in the
last one year. The firm has
added 48 McDelivery hubs
in the process. Jatia’s move
has added to McDonald's
revenues in the country.
Westlife Development, the

Smita Jatia

Managing Director,
Hardcastle
Restaurants

WHY SHE
mattERS

Her recipe for
success at
McDonald’s lies in
going beyond burgers and French fries

holding company for the
business, delivered doubledigit growth in top and
bottomline for 2019/20,
even as the last quarter was
partially scuppered by the

pandemic. The current situation is gloomy, but Jatia
is no stranger to adversity.
Having seen her share of
crests and troughs, she says
being adaptable and agile
are the two most important
traits in business. “Building
and sustaining a business is
about continuously creating transient advantages.
So be adaptable, be agile
and be open to changes and
move with the fast-changing times to metamorphose
into something amazingly
different every three-five
years.”

Business Today 4 October 2020

Having been at the
helm of the company for
a decade now, she still
considers the moment
when she was elevated to
the corner room as her
most memorable. “I was attending a meeting of global
leaders in 2010 and sitting
in a room with 200 people.
Suddenly I heard my name
being called out... It took
me some time to grasp that
at that moment the global
COO had announced my
appointment as the managing director of McDonald's
India,” she reminisces.

PhOtOgraPh by rachit gOswami

Automation
For the road
she handles one oF the biggest
FaCtory automation teCh Firms

the most
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in Driver’s seat

by P.b. jayakumar

she has been steering the
grouP’s divestment
and digital initiatives
by joe C. mathew
Since 2015, Suneeta Reddy, Managing
Director of India's largest private healthcare
provider Apollo Hospitals Enterprises Ltd,
has been in BT MPW winners’ list four times.
That itself speaks volumes about the role
Reddy - one of the four daughters of Apollo
Hospitals Founder and Chairman Dr. Prathap
C. Reddy - has been playing in successfully
steering the multispecialty hospital chain
and its allied businesses, including pharmacy

SonAli
kulkArni

President and

Chief Executive
AS preSident And ceo of
Officer, FANUC
FANUC India, Sonali Kulkarni
India
handles one of the most
complex engineering product
manufacturing companies in India.
Every second car in India is welded
WhY She
by FANUC robots and almost all
MAtterS
motorcycle engines are machined
1,85,000 CNC mausing FANUC’s CNC technology.
chines and 10,000
Japan-based FANUC Corporation is
industrial robots
the pioneer in Computer Numerical
made by FANUC
Control (CNC) technology — a
work on Indian
method used to automate the
factory shopfloors
control of machine tools. Its Indian
arm controls 80 per cent of turnkey
shopfloor automation solutions
and industrial robots in the country,
mainly for the automotive industry.
“Despite industrial slowdown and less factory
automation, we have been growing revenues by 30
per cent in 2018/19 and 42 per cent a year before
that, though FY20 was not that great,” says Kulkarni.
About 1,85,000 CNC machines and 10,000
industrial robots made by FANUC work on Indian
factory shopfloors. These machines are made in
Japan, and Kulkarni’s 350-people strong team,
spread across 21 locations, ensures they work with
precision. Kulkarni moved to Japan two decades
ago and joined FANUC. She came back to India and
has been heading the company's operations here
since 2006.
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she is leading hdFC liFe's
growth moves, beating
industry averages

by naveen kumar

V

IbHA PAdAlkAR, Md and CEO,
HdFC life, has been going from
strength to strength after taking
the helm of the biggest private life insurance company of India, both in terms of
market capitalisation and new business
premium. While leading the growth chart
in good times is essential, minimising the
fall during a crash is what differentiates a
true industry leader. In March 2020, the
life insurance industry de-grew by 50 per
cent, while HdFC life de-grew only by
28 per cent. “Covid-led challenges were
witnessed towards the end of FY20. However, we always see opportunities emerge

and specialty clinics. A veteran in driving
the group's financial decisions (she joined
the group in 1989), she is credited for the
financial soundness of Apollo Hospitals,
acquisitions as well as divestments to help
the company focus on its core business
while increasing its presence across India.
As managing director, she successfully
sold Apollo's stake in joint venture Apollo
Munich Health Insurance some months
ago. The last one year saw the company
become digital through Apollo 24|7,
India’s largest end-to-end omni-channel
healthcare digital platform. It gives users
24x7 consultation with over 1,000 Apollo
doctors across more than 55 specialties,
seamless medicine delivery, diagnostic
test booking and doorstep sample
collection, digital health records and
more, something which proved to be quite
handy during the pandemic.

SuneetA
reddY

Managing Director,
Apollo Hospitals
Enterprise

WhY She
MAtterS

Under her, India's
largest healthcare
provider has been
at the forefront of
serving Covid
patients via
digital means

when times are tough and our
agile way of working helped
reinvent ourselves. We took a
bold step to shut down offices
and branches even prior to
the official lockdown and
started servicing our customers via digital modes,” says
Padalkar. This has reflected
well in Q1FY21 financial
results, with the company’s
marketshare in terms of
individual weighted received

VibhA
pAdAlkAr

Managing Director,
& CEO, HDFC Life

WhY She
MAtterS

In March 2020, the
life insurance industry shrunk by
50 per cent, while
HDFC Life shrunk
by only 28 per cent

PhotogrAPh by Milind shelte

the persistency
ratio has gone up
from 84 per cent
in fy19 to 90 per
cent in fy20
premium (WRP) increasing
to 18.5 per cent year-on-year
from 17.5 per cent. Holding
on to your existing customer
is the toughest task. In life
insurance it is the persistency
ratio, which shows how well
you have been serving your
existing customers. The persistency ratio, which indicates
policy renewals, has increased
over the last year; from 84
per cent in FY19 to around
90 per cent in FY20. “Each
month since March has been
progressively better in terms
of both new business as well
as persistency with expenses
being very well controlled.
At the same time, we have
not shied away from making
necessary investments in
technology" she adds.
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Oziva’s Quest For Health

tHe mOst
pOwerFul wOmen

AARti gill hAs built A `100 cRoRe heAlth
food business in just A few yeARs

rising stars

by sonAl KhetARPAl
across five categories:
Fitness and nutrition for
women, skin nutrition, hair
nutrition, men’s fitness
and kids’ nutrition. The
products contain botanical
extracts and plant- and
wholefood-based nutrition.
Nearly 70-80 per cent
consumers are women.
“While we never targeted
women specifically as a
consumer segment, they
were adopting clean eating
habits much faster than
men,” says Gill. Now, the
company is launching
solutions for women’s
health, starting with
two common hormonal
conditions: Polycystic
ovary syndrome and early
menopause.
The 70-people company
claims to have a net
annualised run rate of `100
crore and plans to reach
`200 crore by March
2021.

AArTi gill

Co-Founder, Oziva

Why she MATTers

PhOtOgraPh by Mandar deOdhar

She is building products to
treat hormonal imbalances
in women and aiming for
`200 crore revenue by FY21

PhOtOgraPh by Sudhir daMerla

noT everyone can turn
his or her passion into a
business. That is what Aarti
Gill did after her MBA from
INSEAD. Her love for active
and healthy living drove her
to launch FitCircle — an appbased service that provided
nutrition suggestions,
marathon training guidance
and diet consultations
— in 2014 along with Mihir
Gadani.
The duo logged
one lakh monthly users
quickly but realised that
it was difficult for people
to implement the online
recommendations into
their day-to-day life. They
decided to pivot FitCircle
into a products firm. In
2016, they narrowed down
their offerings to clean,
plant-based nutritional
products. The plan was to
offer alternatives to existing
brands that had artificial
ingredients, chemicals
and preservatives. Oziva
was started with a loan
of `20 lakh. From one
protein and herbs drink,
it now has 15 products

Net Gains
For Byju’s
the fiRm is cAshing in on
the suRge in inteRest in
online educAtion
by RuKmini RAo
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next-gen Ambani
ishA, Along with twin bRotheR AKAsh, is
leAding geneRAtion next At ReliAnce
by nevin john

divyA gokulnATh

Co-Founder, Byju's

Why she MATTers

Byju's is planning several launches in
the after-school learning segment, with
remote learning taking centrestage

ing programme, which aims at being the
ultimate after-school learning companion
for students.
Under Divya’s initiative, Byju’s conducted completely free classes during the lockdown.Over 20 million new students joined
different learning programmes, which were
also launched in several regional languages,
including Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada,
Marathi, Gujarati, Bengali and Hindi.
With a total funding of over $2 billion
according to crunchbase, the company was
valued at $10.8 billion in the latest round of
funding from private equity player silver
Lake.

PhOtOgraPh by rOhit chawla

“E

vEry crisis presents an opportunity and this is that inflection
point for education, where we
expect the rise of a blended model,” says
Divya Gokulnath, co-founder and Director
of Think & Learn Pvt Ltd, or the brand Byju's.
Having met her future husband and Founder
Byju raveendran as one of his students aspiring to take up GrE exams, Divya has been a
part of the transition from live to recorded
classes and the launch of Byju’s Learning App
in 2015. Apart from her teaching classes on
Byju’s, Divya is involved in strategic decision
making of the company and overlooks the
products that Byju’s rolls out.
“The ‘classrooms of Tomorrow’ will have
technology at its core, empowering students
to cross over from passive to active learning,” she had said in an earlier interview to
Business Today. covid-19 has led to increased
opportunities for the company. “Given the
current demand, we plan on accelerating several launches this year to revolutionise the
after-school learning segment” she adds.
The company launched Byju's classes
this year, a comprehensive online tutor-

ishA AMbAni

Director, Reliance
Jio and Reliance
Retail

Though she joined
the family’s telecom
and retail businesses
as director in 2014, Isha
Ambani, the eldest of the
twins of billionaire Mukesh
Ambani, had a larger role
to play in the last two
years. She had been one
of the lead negotiators
with Facebook in the
latter’s bid for acquiring
9.99 per cent stake in
Jio Platforms Ltd (JPL)
for `43,574 crore. She
flew down to Facebook
headquarters in California
along with her twin
brother Akash multiple
times in December last
year for the negotiations.
When Reliance Retail
Ventures acquired the
retail, logistics and
warehousing businesses
of Future group for
`24,713 crore, for the
first time, RIL issued a
statement by Isha, and
not by Mukesh Ambani.
Isha's complaint of
slow Internet speeds at
home in 2011 led to the
launch of Reliance Jio in
4 October 2020 Business Today

Why she
MATTers

She has been a key
negotiator in both
RIL-Facebook and
RIL-Future group
deals

2016. She was also the
force behind the launch
of fashion portal Ajio.
com. She also looks after
ecommerce venture
JioMart.
Akash and Isha
complement each other
in their roles in Reliance
Retail and Reliance
Jio. While Isha looks at
branding and marketing
of the two companies,
Akash is involved in
technology building.
The twins presented Jio’s
business plan in the last
two RIL AGMs.
Married to Anand
Piramal, Isha recently
set up the Reliance Arts
Foundation.
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different Strokes
painTer, direcTor on board of
several companies... manasi TaTa
wears many haTs
by rukmini rao

MANASI
TATA

Executive Director,
Kirloskar Systems

WHy SHE
MATTERS

She looks at large
business investments, creation
of new verticals
for the group

PhOtOgraPh by bandeeP singh

THIRTy ONE-yEAR-OLd
Manasi Tata always prefers
to go off the beaten track.
The fifth-generation member
of the Kirloskar group,
Manasi sits on the board of
several group companies.
She looks at large business
investments and creation of
new verticals. The Executive
Director of Kirloskar Systems
was appointed the first
United Nations in India
Young Business Champion
for sustainable development
goals (SDGs) in 2018 to
work with the UN on issues,
including climate change

and women empowerment.
For Manasi, power
is synonymous with
responsibility, “Power is
the ability of individuals to
take control of their own
actions and therefore be
in a position to contribute
to society in a positive and
meaningful way."
She is also an avid

Haute Couture
The blend of TradiTional and modern has puT
house of masaba in The global league
by nevin john
THE TRAILER OF NETFLIX series
Masaba Masaba, launched in
August, ends with Masaba Gupta’s
argument with a local garment
shopkeeper. She claims the print
he has shown was designed by her.
The shopkeeper explains to her it
is Masaba print, which is imported.
She asks him who is this Masaba?
He replies it’s a country in Africa!

MASAbA GuPTA

Founder, House of Masaba

WHy SHE MATTERS

The celebrity fashion brand has
grown to 10 stores in India; first to
do a live fashion show on Instagram
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painter. In fact, after
finishing early schooling
in Bengaluru, she chose
to study Fine Arts over
pursuing a business degree
and graduated from the
Rhode Island School of
Design. Her designer streak
is imprinted in the interiors
of a multi-speciality hospital
in Bengaluru.

Business Today 4 October 2020

Thirty one-year-old Masaba
Gupta, daughter of legendary West
Indian cricketer Vivian Richards
and actor Neena Gupta, launched
her womenswear label at 19, which
debuted at the Lakmé Fashion Week
one year after. The House of Masaba
was formed in 2009 and the first
store was opened in Mumbai as a
bridge-to-luxury womenswear label,
which caters to both millennials and
slightly seasoned consumers.
House of Masaba now has 10
stores in India, besides its presence
in West Asia, the US, Bangkok and
the UK. It is the first brand in the
world to do a live fashion show on
Instagram.
“Ten years into the label, my
vision is to see the niche ‘bridge-toluxury’ brand become one of India’s
homegrown lifestyle brands,” says
Gupta.

Born
Performer

a specialisT in comedy videos, This
youTuber is going places, liTerally

by aprajiTa sharma

i started doing theatres
and anchoring gigs when
i had just completed
12th. as a child i would
fill pages giving autographs to myself. i always wanted to become
a performer.”
in 2018, she put out
a Google form, inviting
her followers for a Meet

witHin an Hour
of uploading
any new video,
sHe attraCts
around 150,000
views on tHe
platform
and Greet event. to
her surprise, more than
10,000 people signed
up. “i was amazed by the
number of registrations.
We scrambled to book a
bigger venue. it was an
overwhelming experience. i hugged more than
4,000 people on D-day.”
Has all these changed
her as a person? "initially
i would spend all of what
i earned. Now when i
receive my pay cheque, i
save first," she says.

PhOtOgraPh by bandeeP singh

F

or Prajakta
koli, meeting
Michelle obama
in Washington has been
the most favourite moment in the “history of
her existence.” She collaborated with Michelle
obama for a Youtube
original documentary on
girl’s education last year,
which was released in
March. “Working on this
project was amazing,”
says koli, or @mostlysane, the Youtuber with
5.57 million subscribers.
Her videos mostly focus
on the comedy in daily
life, and carries social
messages.
Such is her popularity that within an
hour of uploading any
new video, she attracts
around 150,000 views.
in just two years, her followers have grown from
1 million to 5 million on
Youtube. She recently
forayed into movies,
releasing her first shortfirm khayali Pulao in
july. She has signed up
for a Netflix original
series, Mismatched, the
release date of which
is yet to be announced.
“Early in my life i had figured what i was good at.

4 October 2020 Business Today

PRAjAkTA kOLI

@mostlysane

WHy SHE MATTERS

She has 5.57 million subscribers on
YouTube, and is the Indian
ambassador for YouTube’s global
initiative, Creators for Change
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Harvesting Numbers
With AtlAn, prukAlpA SAnkAr iS building the github
for dAtA operAtionS
by SonAl khetArpAl

PhOtOgraPh by reuben Singh

co-founders launched it
as another venture to help
out analysts and engineers
across organisations
with data projects. Atlan
integrates with customer’s
cloud data storage layers such as Amazon Web
Services and Azure data
lakes & warehouses. “Like
Github brought efficiency
and agility in code management for engineering
teams, with Atlan, we want
to bring those principles
in data operations,” says
Sankar. "The idea is to make
data teams agile so businesses can get faster return
on investment (ROI) out

PrukalPa
Sankar

Co-founder, Atlan

WHY SHE
MaTTErS

She is helping companies manage
data efficiently and
successfully

P

RUkALPA Sankar
has a knack for starting up businesses
in unexplored territories.
While doing her undergrad
from Nanyang Technical
University, Singapore,
Sankar along with her
batchmate Varun Banka,
launched data intelligence firm SocialCops in
86

2013. They collected data
from government bodies,
volunteers, onfield workers and went on to build
Disha, India's national data
platform, which has data
from the country's 42 government schemes. During
their work, they realised
the big chaos that data
management was, which

led to the birth of Atlan. Almost 200 data projects for
SocialCops such as India’s
National Data Platform,
global SDG monitoring
portal, and gas subsidy
programme Ujjwala were
built on data management platform Atlan. After
two years of incubating
it in-house, in 2019, the

Business Today 4 October 2020

of their data projects."
The Singapore-based firm
has Fortune 500 companies such as Unilever and
SoftBank-backed startup
Funding Societies on its
client list. For the next
six-eight months, the focus
will be on product development, says Sankar.

Cracking
Fitness
Code
She iS helping
people in
long-lASting
fitneSS journey
by AprAjitA ShArMA

S

onAl
Singh,
co-founder,
Fittr had her
first ‘fight or flight’ moment in 2009 during
the global financial crisis when she graduated
from London School of
Economics and struggled to find a job. She
was advised by many to
return home in Canada
but she chose to fight.
She managed to land
a short-term job in
London and that’s
what anchored her life.
“I had no place to live
and only 200 pounds
in the bank account. I
gave myself 30 days to

Sonal SingH

Co-founder &
Director, Fittr

WHY SHE MaTTErS
She has spearheaded
initiatives to onboard
clients such as Philips
and Infosys

look for a job and succeeded. Now, whenever I am in a difficult
situation, personally or
professionally, I look
back to those days for
motivation,” she says.
Singh, who worked
as management
consultant in Deloitte,
joined forces with
Fittr (formerly known
as Squats) founder
Jitendra Chouksey in
2016 and co-founded

the health & wellness
fitness app with Jyoti
Dabas, Bala krishna
Reddy and Rohit
Chattopadhyay. Fittr
doesn’t have physical
centres. It's a health
and wellness fitness
app. It is a community
of like-minded people
where they can follow
each other, share
pictures ask queries
and discuss their
progress. When you
sign up, it gives you
basic work-out regime
based on your weight,
height and fitness
goals. It is adding over
4,500 clients every
month, with a 40 per
cent renewal rate. It
works on a freemium
model. If one wants
personal guidance on
work-outs or nutrition,
it has 250 coaches one
can connect to after
paying a package fee.
In 2019, actor Suniel
Shetty had invested
an undisclosed sum.
The fitness industry is
very competitive with
a number of apps, YouTubers and celebrities
creating content for
consumers. For Singh,
it’s not a challenge.
“We’re competing
with TV, sofa and junk
food that make people
sedentary. We encourage people to focus on
a long-lasting fitness
journey instead of
latching on to the latest
fad.” In fact, she herself
is regular in work-out.
“That’s how I unwind
myself.”
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Greater Good
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anshula kant's role at
world bank is important
now than ever before

Securing The
Zoom Call

by anand adhikari

security is a priority in
communications. aparna
bawa ensures that
by nidhi singal

E
aNsHula
KaNt

MD and Chief
Financial Officer,
World Bank
Group

wHy sHe
Matters

The World Bank is
supporting over
100 countries in
fight against
Covid-19. It expects to provide
up to $160 bn by
June next year

sixty-year-old Anshula
Kant, responsible for Financial
and Risk Strategies of the World
Bank Group, had cut her teeth
in banking in the carpet and silk
belt of eastern Uttar Pradesh.
Currently, as Managing Director
& Group CFO, she contributes to
mobilisation of resources for development
from donors and shareholders, as well as from
the capital market.
At a time when the world is in the grip of
a pandemic, Kant is part of an institution that
has a big role to play. The Bank is supporting
over 100 countries in the fight against the
pandemic. It expects to provide up to $160
billion by June next year. "The World Bank
Group's role is more important than ever,“ she
says. Kant, along with her team, has worked
to maintain a strong financial position to
support significantly higher commitments
in response to Covid, while protecting the
group’s financial sustainability and risks. Her
two-decade experience at the grassroot level
at State Bank of India is coming in handy now.
She had moved to SBI's corporate centre
when the global financial crisis was impacting
financial systems.
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VEryOnE gEtS on a Zoom call these days,
for literally everything. the company has
clearly been one of the biggest beneficiaries
of Covid-19, adding billions to its market value and
topping 300 million daily subscribers, as it became
the default option for businesses and educational
institutions to stay connected.
Originally developed for enterprise use in 2011,

the company had to deal with a lot of
negative perceptions around privacy.
Chief Operating Officer Aparna Bawa
led the 90-day security plan, including releasing multiple safety and
privacy features, launching a CISO
Council and Advisory Board, which
includes security leaders from across
industries, enhancing the bug bounty
programme, to name a few. Various
versions of the platform were also
launched, including security features
and privacy updates, to take the
platform to the next level. “Customers are my biggest motivators and I
endeavour to provide them with a
platform that enables them to facilitate seamless operations in a world
that works virtually,” says Bawa.
She also
helped the
various
company
go public in
versions
April 2019,
oF zoom
and after the
have Been
initial $36
launched
per share, the
with privacy share price
increased
updates
over 72 per
cent on the
first day of trading itself. Under her
leadership, Zoom acquired encryption and security services firm
Keybase to add to its private video
communications platform, which
can handle scale as well as usage.
Zoom is currently serving large
businesses, government, schools and
educational institutes, and individual
users. It provides a free platform to
100,000 schools across 25 countries,
including 2,300 in India. With an office in Mumbai and two data centres
in Mumbai and Hyderabad, the company now plans to open a technology
centre in Bengaluru.

aparNa Bawa

COO, Zoom
Communication

wHy sHe
Matters

She helped the
company go public
in 2019

dHivya
suryadevara

Former Chief
Financial Officer,
General Motors;
current CFO, Stripe

wHy sHe
Matters

By shutting down
three factories in
North America,
she helped GM
save $2-2.5 billion
in costs

in-demand CFo
after making gm more agile, she is set to
steer financial services startup stripe
by sumant banerji

CHeNNai-BorN Dhivya
Suryadevara’s decision
to quit US automobile
heavyweight General
Motors for the CFO’s chair
in California-based online
payments startup Stripe
last month would have felt
like hara kiri a decade ago.
Today, it reads more like a
smart career move.
With its technology
powering businesses
of companies such as
Target and Amazon,
Stripe is among Silicon
Valley’s most prominent
startups with a valuation
of nearly $36 billion.
There are plans to launch
an IPO soon. “I really
enjoy leading complex,
large-scale businesses,”
Suryadevara said on
August 11, the day she
jumped ship.
Suryadevara broke the
proverbial glass ceiling
when she became the
first female Chief Financial
Officer of GM in mid4 October 2020 Business Today

2018. She had joined
the company in 2004.
At GM, she was credited
for playing a pivotal
role in Opel divestiture,
Lyft investment, Cruise
acquisition and SoftBank's
investment in GM Cruise.
Analysts say she made
GM leaner and more agile.
The company shut down
three factories in North
America and reduced
head count by 8,750 last
year. Cost savings from
that of an estimated
$2-2.5 billion is what has
helped GM fare better
during the pandemic than
Ford or Fiat Chrysler.
"She has helped the
company strengthen its
balance sheet... drive
the right investments
for our future," GM
CEO Mary Barra said at
Suryadevara’s exit.
When your ex-boss
says such things about
you in public, you have
done your job well!
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Booster Shot

GarGee Ghosh leads discussions on behalf of bill
and melinda Gates foundation

by aprajita sharma

I

ndIan-amerIcan
Gargee Ghosh has
spent her career
moving across
the private, public and
non-profit sectors and has
been part of the work of
the Bill & melinda Gates
Foundation almost since
its beginning. This year,
the Foundation promoted
her as President of Global
Policy and advocacy, the
division responsible for
building partnerships with
governments, civil society
organisations, the private
sector and others around
the globe to advance the
mission of the foundation
in global health. This year
her division worked with
partners around the world
to raise over $8 billion for
global public-private health
partnership Gavi, The
Vaccine alliance, which
focusses on ‘immunisation
for all’. “Vaccinations are
one of the best investments
that the world can make to
keep our families, especially children, safe. The
record-setting replenishment this year was such a
strong commitment from
the world at a time when
we were feeling so isolated
92

GarGee
Ghosh

President, Global
Policy & Advocacy,
Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation

WhY she
MaTTers

Her division is
working with
Indian manufacturers to develop
Covid-19 vaccines

with the effects of covid-19.”
Gates Foundation is
working closely with Indian innovators in the health
sector to accelerate the

availability of vaccines and
other tools to combat covid-19. “The r&d and health
manufacturing sectors in
India are critical to a global
response to covid-19. We
are thrilled to partner with
the Indian government for
the upcoming health r&d
focused event, Grand challenges, in October.”
Working with Bill Gates
& melinda Gates has been
an enriching experience for

Business Today 4 October 2020

Ghosh. “I have seen their
philanthropic interests
grow from early days of
focusing on developing
new medicines for global
health to today being part
of the movement around
the world on women’s
economic empowerment,
sanitation and agri productivity. It has been transformational to take a resultsorientated approach to
social challenges.”

the most
powerful women

IndIan women abroad

Geetu Verma

Global Vice
President,
Nutrition and
Natural Platforms,
Unilever

PhOtOgrAPh by rAchit gOswAmi

WHY SHe
matterS

She has been expanding Unilever's
healthy snacking
portfolio

Wellness Ambassador
Geetu Verma is bolsterinG unileVer’s imaGe
as a ‘Good for you’ foods company

by ajita shashidhar

A

fter bringing
Hindustan
Unilever’s
fledgling food
business to a respectable
position, Geetu Verma,
since 2018, has been
busy scripting parent
company Unilever’s
journey in nutrition and
natural food products,
as Global Vice President,
Nutrition and Natural
Platforms. Verma is
particularly proud of
the work she and her
team have done in the
plant-based meat space.
“This is a space which is
rapidly accelerating with
94

consumers especially
in the developed world,
replacing meat with
plant-based protein,
driven primarily by health
concerns. Our work has
involved scoping M&A
opportunities in this
space, understanding key
emerging technologies,
calling out opportunities
for growth,” she says.
Unilever recently
acquired Vegetarian
Butcher.
Verma has also been
focussing on expanding
Unilever’s ‘healthy
snacking’ portfolio.
“Meal-times are even

there Is a surge
In demand
for ImmunIty
buIldIng foods
globally
more fragmented today.
People want to have
access to healthier
snacking options when
they want and wherever
they want,” she says.
Besides developing
the marketing mix for
an organic play in this
space, Verma’s team
has recently acquired a
healthy snacks brand,

Business Today 4 October 2020

Graze, which is now
being expanded beyond
the UK in select European
markets.
Just as India has
seen a surge in demand
in immunity building
products, there is a
similar trend in global
markets too. Verma says
that there is a verbalised
need for products and
solutions, which are fresh
and therefore locally
sourced. “Consumers are
looking for more natural
and functional products
that contain Vitamin-C
and Zinc for enhanced
immunity.”

the economist
in a coVid-hit world, Gita Gopinath has her task
cut out as imf's first woman chief economist
by joe c. mathew

A

uS citizen
rooted to her
land of birth and
its economic
issues — that is perhaps
the best way to describe
Gita Gopinath as an
individual. As the first
woman Chief Economist
of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and
the second Indian (by
birth) after Raghuram
Rajan, one of the first
things she did just before
officially taking charge at
the IMF over a year-anda-half ago was to join
hands with Rajan and
11 other economists to
prescribe an “economic
strategy for India”.
Whether politicians
listened to their advice
is a matter of academic
research, but Gopinath is
busy advising countries,
about the economic
conditions that are
prevailing or are likely
to prevail. The latest
was her analysis of the
economic performance
of countries during the
Covid-hit April-June
2020 quarter, where
India with a 24 per cent
dip in GDP, performed
the worst among major
economies.
Gopinath, whose
research interests are in
international finance and
macroeconomics, is on
leave of public service
from Harvard University’s
Economics department
where she is the John
Zwaanstra Professor of
International Studies
PhOtO cOurtesy: imF

and of Economics.
Born in Mysore, she
studied in Lady Shri Ram
College, Delhi School of
Economics, University
of Washington and
Princeton University,
before moving to
Harvard as a teacher.
The world was
already gearing up

her research
Interests are In
InternatIonal
fInance,
macroeconomIcs
Gita
GopinatH

Chief Economist,
International
Monetary Fund

WHY SHe
matterS

She advises
countries about
economic
conditions that are
prevailing or are
likely to prevail

for a global economic
slowdown when
she began her IMF
stint. A year later, it's
a Covid-hit globe,
which is demanding
crystal-gazing to read
its fortunes. For a
professional economist,
the times ahead are
tough.
Business Today 9 August 2020
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Star-Studded
Life

whERE hAVE wE come
from? The six-year old
would wonder looking
at the night sky. She
made a career out of
stars to find the answer.
Astrophysicist Madhulika
Guhathakurta, working at
NASA headquarters since
1998, is Senior Adviser
for new initiatives. She
divides her time between
NASA Goddard Space
Flight Centre and NASA
Headquarters, focussing
on future concepts and
policy environment,
respectively.
Devoting most part of
her career to Living With
a Star (LWS) programme
that provided science
underpinning for space
weather, she took on new
challenges to explore the
use of AI and Machine
Learning in in science
and space exploration
through the NASA Frontier
Development Labs. “For

she has been
wOrking at nasa
headquarters
FOr twO deCades
by aprajita sharma

MAdhulIKA
GuhAThAKuRTA

Astrophysicist, NASA

whY ShE MATTERS

She is exploring the use of AI
and Machine Learning in science and space exploration

Eye On The
Future
kirthiga reddy is the First
Female partner at the $100-bn
sOFtbank visiOn Fund

A

MAsters in computer science engineering and a
stanford Business graduate, Kirthiga reddy is the
first female partner at the $100-billion softBank
Vision Fund. Based in the san Francisco Bay Area, Kirthiga
has been with softbank Investment Advisers for nearly
two years now.
she was also appointed on the board of WeWork as one
of its directors earlier this year. In her vision fund profile,
she says the process of analysing a problem statement and
applying technology to find a new solution is a magical
experience. “I worked with pioneers like silicon Graphics,
Good technology (acquired by Motorola), and Phoenix technologies. I learned the importance of marrying
groundbreaking technology with the right business model
to build high-growth, sustainable businesses.”
Kirthiga describes her role at softbank as energising,
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PhOtOgraPh by rachit gOswami

by rukmini raO
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last three years I have been at the heart of
Silicon Valley at NASA's Ames Research
Centre to figure how AI and ML can advance
basic research questions of importance to
NASA and accelerate discovery of science...
NASA takes 2 gigabytes of data per second. It
is not humanly possible to analyse historical
data in the traditional framework of research.”
When NASA lost a key sensor of an LWS
mission, the AI and ML tools that she inspired
enabled the computers to emulate that
sensor by innovatively using data obtained
from other instruments. So, key data that
would have been lost became available.
(The views expressed here are Madhulika
Guhathakurta's own. On Business Today's
Most Powerful Women award, she says:“I am
accepting this honour as a private citizen of
the USA and not in my capacity as a NASA
federal employee.")

FIRST
MOVER
Flex CeO has mOved ranks hOlding
her Own On the FaCtOry shOpFlOOr
by sumant banerji

KIRThIGA REddY

Venture Partner, SoftBank
Investment Advisers

whY ShE MATTERS

She wants to use the SoftBank
fund to help build multi-hundred-million-dollar consumer
and enterprise businesses

one where she gets to meet entrepreneurs
eager to change the world. “It is energising
to analyse sectoral trends, academic research, business models, and technology
innovations, and form deep partnerships
with entrepreneurs who are positioned to
win.” she says. At softBank, Kirthiga hopes
to leverage her experiences by building
multi-hundred-million-dollar consumer
and enterprise businesses. “I hope to
bring the power of our global ecosystem to
help accelerate the trajectory of portfolio
companies” she adds.
Besides softBank, Kirthiga has worked
with Facebook. In fact, she was the first
employee of Facebook India, where she
worked for nearly six years. she helped
build the company’s global operations
centre in India. she later moved to a global
role with Facebook in the Us.

REVAThI
AdVAIThI

BREAKING STEREOTYPES
comes easy to Chennaiborn BITS Pilani alumnus
Revathi Advaithi. As the
only female student in
mechanical engineering
back in the 1980s, she
is used to standing
her ground in a world
dominated by men. In a
career spanning over three
decades, she has risen
through the ranks holding
her own on the factory
shopfloor. While she has
been suitably recognised
throughout the journey
so far, she hit a new high
in February 2019 when
American-Singaporean
sketch-to-scale solution
provider Flex Ltd appointed
her as CEO. It was not only
a validation of her skills,
but also an assignment
challenging enough for her
to hit a higher gear.
“This is a time of
tremendous opportunity in
manufacturing, as trends
such as regionalisation,
AI, 5G and advanced
manufacturing all combine
to improve the way we

CEO, Flex

whY ShE
MATTERS

Always up to challenges, she is set to
drive Flex's next
phase of growth

live and work,” Advaithi
had said at the time of her
appointment.
“Revathi’s depth and
breadth of capabilities,
from engineering to
manufacturing to advanced
supply chain management,
coupled with exceptional
leadership and proven
track record make her the
ideal choice to lead Flex,”
Michael Capellas, Chairman
of the Board, had said.
Prior to this, she was
the President and COO,
Electrical Business, Eaton.
At Eaton she had started
her career in 2004 as a
shopfloor supervisor at the
Oklahoma facility.
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WHO’s First Chief Scientist
She haS many firStS to her credit... the firSt indian to become Who’S
deputy director General, and noW itS firSt chief ScientiSt
by p.b. jayakumar

D

r Soumya
Swaminathan
is probably going through the
busiest phase of her life as a
globally renowned healthcare professional. The virus
outbreak and number of
vaccine trials have put the
spotlight on the World
Health organisation
(WHo). as the first Chief
Scientist of the Genevabased WHo, Swaminathan
has been busy offering
suggestions to countries to
step up measures to fight

the pandemic, and taking
stock of the situation on a
day-to-day basis. “Covid-19
vaccines are expected by
the year-end, vaccination
of public will realistically begin in the middle of

she started
her career as
a paedIatrIcIan
after studIes
In IndIa, great
brItaIn, us and
north Ireland

2021,” she recently said at
a virtual press conference
organised by WHo.
Swaminathan joined
WHo as Deputy Director
General (DDG) in 2017,
the first Indian to reach
the post. In 2019, when
the world's apex health
institution decided to form
a public health division to
modernise the organisation to be more effective
in global public health
interventions, it chose
Swaminathan as the Chief
Scientist.

From 2015 to 2017,
she was Secretary to the
Government of India for
Health, and Director General of the Indian Council
of medical research. Her
focus was to bring science
and evidence into health
policymaking, building
research capabilities in
Indian medical schools
and forging partnerships in
health sciences.
The daughter of m.S.
Swaminathan, a worldrenowned scientist and
the father of India’s green

Soumya
Swaminathan

Chief Scientist,
World Health
Organisation
(WHO)

why ShE
mattERS

She has been at
the forefront of
WHO's fight
against the
pandemic

revolution, she has published more than 350 peerreviewed publications and
book chapters. She started
her career as a paediatrician after studies in India,
Great Britain, Northern
Ireland and the uS.
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Tackling Microaggression
Women managers across industries face a variety
of macro biases questioning their abilities
by neharika vohra and sarika shirishtungare

R
itu Menon (name changed) was happy
to get back to work after her maternity
break. With seven years of experience in
an IT firm, she was excited to resume her
work on cutting edge AI project at the customer location. But, little did she expect
to be asked the question — who will take
care of your child? “While I answered it to
the best of my capabilities, guilt crept in,
and I started doubting myself,” she said.
While the question seemed innocuous on the surface, it is one of the microaggressions faced by women at work. Microaggressions by definition are indirect and
subtle, and while on the face of it they are
not big deal, they hurt or pinch the person who is on the receiving end. Adding to
the feeling of exclusion and lack of safety,
microaggressions are reflective of the
prevalent macro biases and the structural
divisions that exist in society.
Indian IT companies try hard to promote and retain women at the top and yet
many women drop out much before they
become senior enough to be promoted.
Women often report that when they are
serious about their career they face many
subtle and not so subtle hints that something is wrong/abnormal with them.
The writers of this piece conducted
an online survey with 118 women who had
worked in the industry from one to more
than 19 years (more than 50 per cent of
the sample had spent over 12 years in the

IT industry). All women reported being interrupted or spoken over by male
colleagues. Only older women were not
questioned on their authority by peers or
team members or were assumed to not
want to travel for work.
Women between 5-19 years of experience were not invited to attend dinner
parties hosted for partners/customers.
Women who had been at work for 10 or
more years were more likely to be inquired about their motherhood status
and were told that they did not really need
a promotion because their husbands
earned well. Those who had worked for
more, between 5 and 18 years, were most
likely to find their ideas ignored.
The writers also interviewed 18 women in the IT industry with 12-18 years of
experience and three male managers on
their perceptions of prevalence of microaggressions in the industry. While the
male managers were neither cognizant
of microaggressions faced by women in
their organisations nor admitted to en-

It Is In the Interest
of the Company to
Create an InClusIve
envIronment
gaging in them, the women said they often
faced micro aggressions. Some instances
include, contributions in meetings ignored or being frequently interrupted;
assumptions being made by their bosses
about unavailability in the evening for
customer engagement; being seen as less
capable of handling teams with majority of male members; being told that they
4 October 2020 Business Today

could move to lighter projects (to take
care of family); counselled to move from
a purely technical role to project management in mid-level roles; or being told
that they were not considered for travel
or “important work” due to their family
responsibilities.
The report Women in the Workplace
2018 by McKinsey and LeanIn.Org
showed the women who crossed middle
management roles were more likely to
stay and take leadership positions, while
a large number drop out around their
first or second promotions. Our study
possibly shows one of the factors that explain the drop out — women faced the
most amount of microagressions from
colleagues between 5 and 15 years of work
experience.
When asked about its impact on
them, women expressed that the microaggressions they faced made them more
likely to doubt their competence and
second guess their decisions. What they
heard about themselves made them overcautious in work assignments. Women
also shared that they experienced burnout because of the toxic nature of interactions from bosses and colleagues.
Going forward, it is important that
managers are made aware of the impact
of their seemingly harmless actions and
comments towards women managers. It
is in the long-term interest of the organization to create psychologically safe and
inclusive environment for all.
(Neharika Vohra is professor of
organisational behaviour area at IIM
Ahmedabad; Sarika ShirishTungare is
Business Architect,Tavant Technologies,
Bangalore)
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Riding
the Market
Wave
Market dynaMics are
changing constantly.
identify the changes to
review and realign your
Mutual fund portfolio
By aprajita sharma
illustration By raj verma

T
he idea of 'mutual fund sahi hai’ seems to have caught on
with investors. From 3.11 crore at the end of March to 3.31
crore at the end of August, the number of outstanding SIPs
has been consistently on the rise.
But MF investors are still a worried lot. While markets
have bounced back swiftly post-Covid, just like the quick recovery after the 2008-09 crash, mutual fund long-term averages are still below expectations, largely in single-digits. The
Sensex closed at 38,357.18 on September 4, only 8 per cent
away from the record closing of 41,952 on January 14, 2020.
However, MF categories — large mid-cap, mid-cap, multicap, large-cap and small-cap — have yielded 7-8 per cent returns in the last five years, and up to 11 per cent in the last 10

years, although the returns have been
in double-digits since their March
lows. “Apart from stocks bought by
ETFs and FIIs, the overall market
hasn’t performed well. But it does not
mean that you ditch your MF investments,” says Sunil Subramaniam,
Managing Director, Sundaram Asset
Management Company.
The Correction
Most of the top performers across
categories have registered doubledigit returns in the trailing 10-year
period. Even the five-year trailing
return for top performers has been
above 8 per cent. Mirae Asset Emerging Bluechip Gr from the large and
mid-cap segment performed best
across categories with 14.56 per cent
return, followed by Parag Parikh
Long Term Equity Reg Gr (14 per
cent) in the multicap category and
SBI Small Cap Fund Reg Gr (13.65 per
cent) in the small-cap category.
The one-year returns of four
popular categories — large-cap, large
& mid-cap, multicap and ELSS funds
— have not only turned positive, but
have given high single-digit returns
as well. The large & mid-cap category
has been the top performer among
four with one-year category return of
7.84 per cent. Canara Robeco Emerging Equities Reg Gr (16.96 per cent)
and Axis Growth Opportunities Reg
Gr (16.20) are the two best-performing funds in this category.
The surprise element has been
the mid-cap and small-cap categories, which were trailing their larger
peers before the virus outbreak, but
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Investment
Checklist
Use long-term
risk-adjusted
rolling returns
to shortlist
mutual funds
Consult a feebased financial adviser
for first-time
investment
Begin with
large-cap
biased index
funds if you are
investing on
your own
Savvy investors should go
for direct MFs
to reduce commission costs
Avoid investing in NFOs unless an innovative product is
on offer
Link each of
your financial
goals with one
or more funds
Review performance
regularly
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have since then registered a sound recovery. This has not only turned short-term returns very attractive, but has also pushed the
long-term 10-year return into double-digits.
Small-cap returns are around 17 per cent and
mid-cap around 14 per cent in one-year timeframe. Quant Small Cap Gr returned 50.46
per cent in the last one year, followed by BOI
AXA Small Cap Reg Gr (40 per cent). In the
mid-cap category, PGIM India Midcap Opps
Fund Reg Gr (35.32 per cent) and Taurus Discovery (Midcap) Gr (22.28 per cent) are the
two best-performing funds.
Thematic funds, meant for investors
with high risk appetite, witnessed a polarised
performance. While healthcare and technology funds gave stupendous return in the last
one year, the long-term 10-year return of
technology, healthcare and FMCG sectors
has been above 14 per cent. Infrastructure
funds remained subdued with 3.66 return in
10 years, while financial services sector saw
negative return (10.78 per cent) in the last
one year and 7.90 per cent in last 10 years.
However, there are a good number of
funds in all categories that are yet to recover
from the coronavirus-led correction. What
is the reason for the underpeformance? Equity fund managers diversify MF portfolios
across the market. According to Subramaniam, this is what hurt their performance in the
recent past. Mid and small-cap companies
did not earn profits due to the slowdown,
which reflected in their stock prices. “Largecap has done well due to FII inflows” he says.
“However, the V-shape recovery is imminent,” he adds. “Markets have already
bounced back. Wait a little longer and by next
year the MF picture will have changed.”
Taking Stock
One needs to continuously review investments and take corrective action. “SIP investors are generally ‘lazy’ and don’t take action
despite red flags. When month after month
the NAV keeps turning negative, and the underperformance widens, one should review,
stop SIPs and redeem the units,” says independent market analyst Ambareesh Baliga.
The best way to judge the performance
of your fund is to compare its return with the
benchmark. If the performance of your MF
scheme is in line with the category benchmark, one should not be worried. As long as
returns are beating inflation and meeting financial goals, it should be fine. Sell the units
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FUND RETURNS
Multi-Cap Funds
1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Parag Parikh Long Term Equity Reg Gr

25.83

12.90

14.00

NA

Quant Active Gr

29.08

10.35

12.55

10.18

Canara Robeco Equity Diversified Reg Gr

14.40

7.24

9.99

9.93

UTI Equity Reg Gr

16.20

8.34

9.81

11.34

DSP Equity Reg Gr

9.32

4.60

9.75

9.13

7.82

9.17

11.34

10.74

Scheme

10 Years

Large-Cap Funds
Axis Bluechip Fund Gr
Mirae Asset Large Cap Reg Gr

6.64

4.95

10.91

12.43

Canara Robeco Bluechip Equity Reg Gr

14.98

8.13

10.74

10.55

IDFC Large Cap Gr

10.63

3.90

8.80

7.98

ICICI Pru Bluechip Gr

4.67

3.45

8.76

10.32

Large and Mid-Cap funds
Mirae Asset Emerging Bluechip Gr

13.99

7.07

14.56

18.03

Canara Robeco Emerging Equities Reg Gr

16.96

4.28

11.63

15.48

Quant Large and Mid Cap Gr

14.71

2.96

10.82

10.69

Principal Emerging Bluechip Gr

14.91

2.40

10.56

12.62

LIC MF Large & Mid Cap Reg Gr

6.62

3.26

9.52

NA

19.79

5.09

11.46

12.29

Mid-Cap Funds
DSP Midcap Reg Gr
Axis Midcap Gr

17.96

10.63

10.52

NA

Kotak Emerging Equity Reg Gr

13.67

2.77

9.74

12.07

Taurus Discovery (Midcap) Gr

22.28

4.41

9.71

10.46

Invesco India Mid Cap Gr

17.56

5.67

9.67

13.10

Small-cap Funds
SBI Small Cap Fund Reg Gr

19.45

7.04

13.65

17.52

Nippon India Small Cap Gr

18.74

1.66

11.47

NA

Axis Small Cap Fund Reg Gr

NA

12.70

8.29

11.43

L&T Emerging Businesses Reg Gr

1.15

-4.42

8.69

NA

HDFC Small Cap Gr

1.70

0.10

8.61

9.30

Numbers are returns in %; Data as on August 21; Source: MorningStar India
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MF Returns
Fund Category

1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years

Large & Mid-Cap Funds

7.84

1.84

8.20

9.63

Multi-cap Funds

6.83

2.57

7.66

9.06

1.92

7.60

9.25

ELSS Funds

6.85

Mid-Cap Funds

14.42

1.78

7.59

11.31

Large-Cap Funds

4.77

2.90

7.44

8.52

Small-cap Funds

16.73

-0.97

7.31

10.24

Sectoral/Thematic Fund Returns
Fund Category

1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years

Technology

17.04

21.62

12.34

14.52

Consumption

13.01

4.11

10.43

9.60

FMCG

3.90

5.50

9.54

14.00

Focused Funds

8.04

2.86

8.55

8.80

Contra Funds

8.51

3.10

8.43

8.67

-10.78

-2.80

7.37

7.90

Dividend Yield Funds

7.51

0.46

7.11

7.71

Value Fnds

4.15

-1.51

6.67

8.91

Financial Service

Equity - Other Funds

10.37

0.77

6.46

8.19

Healthcare

53.45

15.54

5.20

14.55

-1.14

-4.80

3.41

3.66

Infrastructure

In %; Data as on September 4; Source: MorningStar India

when the scheme consistently underperforms the benchmark. Also, book profits as soon you are closer to meeting
your financial goals. “Just like one uses SIP — the exit, too,
should be via SWP (Systematic Withdrawal Plan) or in various tranches,” says Baliga.
Fund Selection
If you are a new investor or an old investor looking to invest
in a new fund, do your due-diligence before investing. Ask a
financial adviser.
If indeed you have to take the DIY approach, creating an
MF portfolio of low-cost index funds is the way. Index funds
invest in constituents of the index they track. For example,
the Nifty index fund invests in 50 Nifty companies. Since

no active selection of stocks is required in index funds, the
expense ratio on the same is much lower than that on active
funds. For example, the UTI Nifty index fund’s direct growth
option has an expense ratio of 0.1 per cent, compared to 1-2.5
per cent on active funds.
If you are new to MF investments and want to learn the
process to identify a right active fund for the future, give
yourself time to do thorough research. According to Arun
Kumar, Head of Research at FundsIndia.com, “First understand the various investment styles and pick the one that
suits you. Then look for consistency in performance across
long periods. After this, evaluate the risk by understanding
maximum drawdown, downside capture ratio, extent of declines during bear markets etc. Also, look for concentration
risk and portfolio turnover. One of the important factors is
the track record of the fund manager. Last but not the least
is the pedigree of the AMC about which you should feel absolutely confident while trusting your hard-earned money.”
Kaustubh Belapurkar, Director, MF Research, Morningstar India, advises investors to look at overall asset allocation and sub-asset class allocation before selecting a fund.
“Do not pick funds purely on recent past performance. Use
long-term risk-adjusted rolling returns instead as a shortlisting tool for further evaluation of these funds.”
Sectoral Funds and NFOs
Sectoral funds are exposed to much higher risk. Unless you
track the sectors very closely and have expertise, you should
not invest in such funds. In case you still want to take some
tactical exposure in sectoral funds, Baliga has identified future winning sectors. “Rural and consumption theme is expected to lead from the front. Pharma & healthcare is back
in flavour from the pandemic point of view, but regulatory
easing would be the real driver for the sector. Infrastructure
could play out well due to government focus on kick-starting
the economy. Beyond thematic mutual funds, sector-wise,
speciality chemicals, light engineering and home textiles
would be excellent export-oriented play. Automobiles and
affordable real estate could be the dark horses.”
Do you feel FOMO (fear of missing out) when an NFO
is launched with much frenzy? Most of the times buying an
NFO does not make any difference. “Selling a new fund by
an NFO at `10 is much easier, but investors mostly don't
know that the risk is the same in investing in `10 NAV and
`200-NAV fund if the objective is the same. Unless the fund
has completed three years, one should not invest,” says Pankaaj Maalde, a certified financial planner.
Mutual fund investments are one of the most tried and
tested tools for long-term wealth creation. The point-topoint returns may not always be encouraging, but it doesn’t
mean you should shift to risky direct stock investments.
“Despite the recent correction, equities remain a good longterm asset class and a study of longer-term rolling returns
corroborates this view,” says Belapurkar of Morningstar.
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Network
CAPTURING
THE ‘WILD’
GRANDEUR
“It’s not the strongest that survive,
nor the most intelligent, but those
who are most adaptable to change."
Pramod Bhasin, Founder of Genpact
and current Chairman, Clix Capital,
quotes Charles Darwin to drive home
the lessons learnt from wildlife.
Bhasin’s African safari of over 20 years
is the main reason behind his interest
in wildlife photography. For him, the
magnificent plains of the Serengeti
and the Masai Mara and their herds of
animals are unparalleled. The animals
are astonishingly beautiful in their
diversity and movements, with birdlife
being an entirely different world,
says Bhasin. In fact, his passion for
wildlife photography has landed him
in dangerous situations more than
once. “We have travelled across Africa
— Kenya of course, which has some of
the best viewing and camps, Tanzania,
Botswana, Zambia, Zimbabwe and
Rwanda ( for the gorillas). They are all
amazing in their own right. Our last
trip to Mahale on Lake Tanganyika,
where no vehicles are allowed, to see
the chimpanzees and then swim in the
mile-deep lake, was one of the best we
have ever done,” he adds. It was on one
of those trips that Bhasin was charged
by an elephant while taking his photograph on a lake bed. He also ran into a
pride of lions while walking on a safari,
to the Chimps of Mahale. “Every day is
a new event on the safari,” he says.
–dipak mondal
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A Spreadsheet
For Cupcakes

Farming As
A Stress-Buster
Hailing from a family of
agriculturists, farming
came naturally to V.P.
Nandakumar, MD and
CEO, Manappuram Finance. After establishing
himself in his core business, he started devoting
more time to agriculture,
doing things differently
and seeing whether the
technology and management practices – insights
he had gained in business
– could be replicated
in farming. “My primary
motive was always about
learning and trying out
new things, rather than
profit-making.” He owns
a 10-acre farm in Kerala
where he grows coconuts,
banana, mango, jackfruit,
vegetables, arecanut and
nutmeg, among others.
The farm also has cows,
goats, ducks, poultry,
ostriches, and exotic
pigeons and parrots, besides fish farming. “When
I want to relax, I take a

stroll around my farm. I
get positive thoughts, my
creativity ignites.”
Twenty-two men and
26 women work in the
farm. Kerala, says Nandakumar, was desperately
short of farm labour about
15 years ago, despite high
daily wages. Men would
refuse to work on farms
for the whole day despite
taking full wages. It was
then Nandakumar encouraged his women workers
to learn coconut harvesting. “The first reaction
was of disbelief, but I told
them to only climb shorter
trees, although I would
pay them the same wages
as men. Gradually, they
mastered the art of climbing taller tress as well.”
Nandakumar plans to
expand his farms in different regions. “I want to
invest more in livestock
and poultry, besides goats
and quail etc,” he says.
– aprajita sharma
4 October 2020 Business Today

Who says spreadsheets are
just for number crunching?
Former Yahoo CEO Merissa
Mayer makes spreadsheets
for both ingredients and frosting to perfect her own baking
creations. The Co-founder of
tech incubator Lumi Labs buys
cookbooks to test the recipes
for cupcakes, lists the ingredients on a spreadsheet and
eventually works out her own
version of cupcakes from the
results. “I always did something
I was a little not ready to do. I
think that’s how you grow… I
think it’s very comforting for
people to put me in a box. Oh,
she’s a fluffy girlie girl who
likes clothes and cupcakes.
Oh, but wait, she is spending
her weekends doing hardware
electronics,” Mayer once said
in an interview. She doesn’t like
to call herself a cupcake fanatic
though. It has been more like a
“business observation” to her.
In May, Lumi Labs raised $20
million in venture capital funding. The company works in the
areas of artificial intelligence
and consumer media.
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“combine your strengths and interests
and create something of high impact”

PhoTograPh by rachiT goswami

AnjAli BAnsAl, Founder, AvAAnA CApitAl And Former ChAirperson, denA BAnk

Q: What was the problem you were grappling with?
A: I had been approached to take over as the NonExecutive Chairperson of Dena Bank, a reputed public
sector bank, but which was under stress at that time with
NPAs, and was placed under the PCA by the RBI. I had not
been in the public sector before, my prior experience having been in consulting and private equity with McKinsey,
Spencer Stuart, and TPG. I was in a similar dilemma
recently, when I was exploring whether to take on a senior
industry role or embark on an entrepreneurial journey.
Q: Who did you approach and why?
A: I spoke to some of my closest mentors, including
Deepak Parekh, who advised me that I had the experience and leadership skills to guide the institution during
a difficult period. I also consulted Adil Zainulbhai, former
McKinsey Chairman and my senior colleague, and now
Chairman, QCI. Adil guided me on how to engage effectively in the Dena Bank role and in general with policymakers. It gave me confidence to take on the challenge.
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To seek advice for my current entrepreneurial journey, I
reached out to my long-time friend Uday Kotak.
Q: What was the best advice you ever
received?
A: Uday Kotak's advice was to see how I can combine all
my strengths and interests and create something that is
of high impact — my strategy experience of McKinsey,
investing knowledge of TPG, with my deep understanding of people and interest in creating impact. That plus
my significant experience with corporate India as a board
member gave an understanding of how to build scale.
Q: How effective was it in resolving your
problem?
A: Adil’s guidance on Dena Bank gave me the confidence
to make a difference and serve the country, while striding
ahead as a professional. Uday's advice helped to get clarity about the entrepreneurial journey. The outcome of his
advice was Avaana, an 'innovation to impact' investment
platform, which we launched in 2018.
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